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Great Power Struggle 
and NATO
The new mandate of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) in the new international 

system that emerged with the end of the Cold 

War has been the subject of much debate. 

Some have argued that NATO has lost its raison 

d’être following the dissolution of the Warsaw 

Pact and that the alliance should be disband-

ed. This idea was not embraced by the main 

actors of European security, but it pointed to an 

important problem. NATO is a defense alliance 

created to counter a common military threat. 

Therefore, the disappearance of the common 

threat in the post-Cold War era and the grow-

ing importance of non-military dimensions 

of security created an existential problem for 

NATO.
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A N K A S A M  B U L L E T I N

W W W . A N K A S A M . O R G

The North Atlantic Treaty’s famous Article 5 mandate to respond jointly to common military threats has lost some of its relevance in 

the post-Cold War era. This is because there are now uncertain threats and allies have adopted various methods on how to deal with 

these threats, which they perceive differently. These differences of opinion have prevented a consensus on what NATO’s new identity 

should be. There have even been assertive statements that NATO is brain dead.

The Ukraine War, which started in an environment where NATO’s raison d’être was being questioned, gave NATO a new lease of life by 

showing that Russia had become a common threat and that its Article 5 mandate was still important. For the first time in the post-

Cold War era, the sense of common destiny among NATO allies has become stronger. It is now almost universally accepted that NATO 

remains the main institutional framework for European security and that this will not change for a long time to come. In this situation, 

the question of NATO’s role in the face of new trends in the international system is one of the most important questions that awaits an 

answer.

The Russian-Ukrainian War is a product of the great power struggle in the international system, and NATO enlargement is one of its 

causes. In this respect, the question of NATO’s readiness to respond to new challenges in the context of the great power struggle in the 

aftermath of the Russo-Ukrainian War is an important one. Before seeking an answer to this question, it is useful to briefly assess the 

threats that NATO allies face in the great power struggle.

The most important security challenge facing the Alliance is the military threat from Russia in eastern Europe. These threats have dif-

ferent dimensions. First, Russia as a nuclear power needs to be deterred. The second is the need to prevent Russia from expanding a 

military conflict like the one in Ukraine into NATO territory, i.e. the need to defend all NATO territory. The third is to prevent Russia from 

destabilizing border regions or gray areas and interfering in the internal affairs of alliance members, even in the absence of a direct 

attack on NATO.

Another security challenge NATO faces in the context of the great power struggle is the rise of China. However, the ongoing rivalry with 

China is more important for NATO in the context of economic/technological struggle rather than posing a direct military threat. Indeed, 

it is only recently that NATO has addressed relations with China as a security issue. It was pointed out that China is not only building 

economic dependencies but also creating technological vulnerabilities for allied countries. Thus, China does not pose a military threat 

to NATO, at least in the short to medium term, but it does create some economic/technological security vulnerabilities.

One of the main challenges is that European defense still relies heavily on the United States. Therefore, the question of burden sharing, 

which has been discussed frequently in the past, has gained renewed importance today. However, burden sharing is not only a matter 

of which ally bears how much cost. The issue is evaluated in the context of the alliance’s defense structure as a whole.

First, it must be acknowledged that the United States still plays and will continue to play an important role in European defense. NATO’s 

deterrence capacity against Russia also derives from the United States. However, in recent years, the US has been building new alliance 

structures for the Indo-Pacific, such as the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD) and AUKUS. It is not easy for the United States to 

fight great powers on two fronts at the same time, pursuing containment and balancing policies. Washington will therefore be more 

demanding of its European allies to assume more responsibility and increase their military capacity, which will reduce its burden in 

Europe and allow it to focus on the Indo-Pacific..

The re-election of Donald Trump, or a president with similar views, who looks down on European allies and is extremely reluctant to con-

tribute to Europe’s defense, cannot be ruled out. Such possible scenarios would require the Europeans to increase their own capabilities 

to defend their territories in a way that substitutes US defense capabilities.

Just as important as burden-sharing is the maintenance of solidarity among NATO members. This is because the military threats cur-

rently faced are also manifested through cybersecurity, disinformation, destabilization of NATO’s neighboring geographies, meddling in 

NATO members’ internal affairs and, as the energy crisis has shown, leveraging various vulnerabilities. Although this sense of solidarity 

seems to have been achieved with the impact of the Russia-Ukraine War, it will be aimed to be maintained in the future. Allied countries 

will therefore have to increase their internal resilience against protracted areas of conflict and instability in NATO’s neighborhood.

The threat from China is of a very different nature and NATO’s role against China is limited. One reason for this is geographical distance. 

European NATO allies are reluctant to project power into the Indo-Pacific region and this is unlikely to change. It would be enough for 

the European allies to ease the US burden, as it would allow Washington to channel more resources to the Indo-Pacific region. Another 

reason why NATO’s role vis-à-vis China is limited is that the security challenges with this country are related to vulnerabilities stemming 

from economic/technological competition. China does not pose a military threat to the Western alliance. Therefore, the US needs the 

European Union (EU) rather than NATO in its fight against China.

In the ongoing economic/technological competition with China, the EU’s cooperation is important for the US. On the other hand, the 

alignment between NATO and the EU is also important. European security is not possible without NATO, and the EU’s role is vital for Europe 

to increase its own defense capabilities. Just as NATO found a new raison d’être in the aftermath of the Russia-Ukraine War, it is unclear 

whether the EU will find a new motivation to accelerate integration. However, the growing great power struggle in the international sys-

tem is pushing the US and the EU towards greater partnership. NATO plays an important role in ensuring the security partnership and 

coordination between these two actors, and in this respect, it faces the task of rebuilding itself in the face of the great power struggle.

As a result, the more functional NATO is for member states and the more it meets the security needs of allies, the more deterrence and 

prestige it will gain in the eyes of rival states..
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Recently, allegations of the use of UNVs in the sabotage of the Nord 

Stream 1 and 2 pipelines and in the Russian-Ukrainian war have 

frequently appeared in open sources. Although these allegations 

have not been proven or acknowledged by the countries that al-

legedly used them, they have been followed with public interest.

On September 26 and 27, 2022, successive explosions on the Nord 

Stream 1 and 2 gas pipelines raised the possibility of deliberate 

and well-coordinated sabotage.[3] Separate investigations by 

Sweden and Denmark, through whose Exclusive Economic Zones 

(EEZ) the pipelines pass in the Baltic Sea, and Russia and Germany, 

the starting and end points of the pipeline, as well as the operating 

company “Nord Stream AG” are ongoing, and no clear findings on 

how and by whom the alleged sabotage was carried out have yet 

been made public.

The average depth of 43 meters[4] in the Bornholm basin, the area 

where gas leaks were detected on the sea surface after the explo-

sion, is a depth suitable for the use of specially trained divers and 

remotely controlled vehicles, but not suitable for such an opera-

tion by nuclear submarines. However, it is believed that the place-

ment of explosives in pipelines for sabotage using unmanned un-

derwater vehicles is preferred because it can be done in a shorter 

time and is less likely to be detected.

Another development was the public reports about the explosion 

of bombs planted on the Kerch Bridge on October 8, 2022, which 

rendered part of it unusable. In this news report, it was claimed 

that the bridge was sabotaged by explosives planted under the 

sea due to the fluctuations in the sea surface just before the 

bridge exploded and that the unmanned naval vehicles given to 

Ukraine by the US may have been used for this purpose.[5] At the 

same time, the article also shared photos taken by Russian media 

of the discovery of an unmanned naval vehicle allegedly given to 

Ukraine by the United States in September 2022 on the coast of 

Sevastopol in Crimea.

Similarly, in the attack on the Russian naval base in Sevastopol on 

October 29, 2022, unmanned aerial vehicles as well as unmanned 

naval vehicles were used.[6] In the related news article, it is em-

phasized that Ukraine is planning to expand the use of UNVs, which 

are undetectable by Russian radars, in missions such as recon-

naissance surveillance, base defence and convoy security.

Considering the approach of the three great powers to the issue, 

the US allocates considerable budgets for UNVs and tries to cov-

er the deficit of its navy, which is numerically small compared to 

China, in this way.

On the other hand, the Chinese Navy intends to use UNVs for mar-

itime reconnaissance/surveillance, mine and submarine warfare 

and mine countermeasures, and surveillance of submarine ca-

bles. It has also been suggested that China could use its planned 

UNVs to damage undersea fiber optic cables in a future conflict 

near Northern Taiwan, thereby disrupting trans-Pacific data ex-

changes that facilitate global Internet access.[7]

On the other hand, Russia plans to use UNVs for effective ocean-

ographic mapping of the Arctic and surrounding waters and 

to protect its submarines against advanced torpedo and mine 

threats from NATO member states. In terms of technology, Russia 

is the only country in the world that has succeeded in integrat-

ing nuclear turbine generators into UAVs and small underwater 

vehicles and has used this technology in its Poseidon strategic 

intercontinental autonomous torpedo.[8] The 20-meter-long tor-

pedo, which is currently being tested in the Arctic Sea[9] and has a 

speed of 70 knots, a range of 10,000 kilometers and conventional/

nuclear warhead options, can be fired from Belgorod-class nucle-

ar submarines.

In conclusion, the use of UNVs will continue to increase in the fu-

ture, both in defence and security and in scientific fields. Therefore, 

it can be stated that countries that develop themselves in this mil-

itary field will emphasize this issue as an element of deterrence.

[1] Yen-Chiang Chang vd., “The International Legal Status of the Un-

manned Maritime Vehicles”, Marine Policy, 113, 2020, p. 4.

[2] Missy Ryan-Dan Lamothe, “Pentagon: Chinese Naval Ship Seized 

an Unmanned U.S. Underwater Vehicle in South China Sea”, The 

Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/check-

point/wp/2016/12/16/defense-official-chinese-naval-ship-seized-

an-unmanned-u-s-ocean-glider/, (Date of Accession: 05.01.2023).

[3] Joanna Plucinska, “Nord Stream Gas ‘Sabotage’: Who’s Be-

ing Blamed and Why?”, Reuters, https://www.reuters.com/world/

europe/qa-nord-stream-gas-sabotage-whos-being-blamed-

why-2022-09-30/, (Date of Accession: 05.01.2023).

[4] “Sitrep on Nord Stream 1 and 2 Gas Pipelines”, The Saker, https://

thesaker.is/sitrep-on-nord-stream-1-and-2-gas-pipelines/, (Date 

of Accession: 05.01.2023).

[5] Ashish Dangwal, “Kerch Bridge Attack: New Report Claims US 

Supplied UUVs Could be Behind the Explosion&Not Truck Bomb”, 

The Eurasian Times, https://eurasiantimes.com/kerch-bridge-at-

tack-new-reports-claim-us-supplied-uuvs/, (Date of Accession: 

05.01.2023).
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Increasing Use of Unmanned
Naval Vehicles
The use of unmanned naval vehicles (UNVs) is 

becoming increasingly widespread, especially 

in dangerous and labour-intensive missions. In 

addition to military areas such as combating 

maritime banditry, reconnaissance/surveillance, 

anti-submarine warfare and mine clearance, 

the main areas of use of UNVs are scientific is-

sues including the measurement and recording 

of hydrographic data, meteorological support 

services and topographic studies for the crea-

tion of seabed maps.

There is an ongoing debate as to whether UNVs 

meet the definition of a ship in the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and 

therefore fall within the scope of the articles on 

“harmless passage” and “freedom of navigation at 

sea”, and no clear consensus has been reached 

on the issue. However, by interpreting the relevant 

articles of UNCLOS, it is assessed that the UNVs can 

benefit from these rights if they comply with the 

sovereignty rights of the coastal state and the re-

strictions set and do not participate in military ex-

ercises.[1]

The US unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV), which 

was seized by the Chinese Navy in the South Chi-

na Sea in 2016, is a case in point. The US claimed 

that the UUV was used to measure oceanographic 

data such as salinity, temperature, etc., while China 

stated that its purpose was to collect military intel-

ligence. [2]
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Could Greece Be a Stabilizing Actor 
in the Balkans?
Since the end of the Cold War, the Balkans has 

hosted many crises. While the main causes of 

these crises are ethnic and religious conflicts; 

Tensions between the countries of the region 

have also deepened an unending process of 

instability in the region. At the point reached 

today, the region, which follows the process of 

integration and harmonization with Euro-At-

lantic institutions such as the European Union 

(EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO), still contains risk factors. Especially with 

the outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine War, the 

footsteps of a new crisis began to be heard in 

the region.

Having achieved EU and NATO membership in 

the early period, Greece stayed away from the 

conflict environment in the Balkans in the 1990s 

and stayed out of many problems brought by 

the region. This situation has been the most 

important factor shaping the approach of 

Greece to its neighbors in the region. Because 

this approach has led Greece to see itself as a 

protector and leader in the region.

While the recent crises, especially in Kosovo, 

and the tensions in Bosnia-Herzegovina’s do-

mestic politics, have pushed actors such as the 

EU to focus more on the region; It is seen that the interest of Greece, which is also a Balkan country, has increased in the region. Con-

sidering that Greece has geopolitical and strategic interests in the region, this situation becomes more understandable. In particular, 

the recent high-level visits to the countries of the region reveal the effort to develop relations with these states and to create new areas 

of cooperation.

In this context, Greek Prime Minister Kriakos Mitsotakis, who made a statement before the Southeast European Cooperation Process 

(SEECP) Summit in June 2022, stated that they made a dynamic return to the Western Balkans and that the fact that the summit was 

held in Thessaloniki is an indicator of this.[1] In the same period, Sofia Grammata, Ambassador of Greece to Bucharest, was appointed 

as the Special Envoy for the Western Balkans.[2]

In addition to all these, Greek President Katerina Sakellaropoulou, who included the Balkans in her New Year message, stated that 

Greece is a factor of security and stability in the Balkans.[3] While the aforementioned statements point to Greece’s interest in the re-

gion; reveals his approach at this point. As a matter of fact, while Athens sees itself as a stabilizing factor in the region; gives the mes-

sage that it can be an important actor in solving the problems in the region. Of course, the fact that Greece is a member of the EU is 

also effective in this regard.

As can be expected, the EU and the integration process are brought to the fore in the statements made from Athens to the countries 

of the region. So that; Greek Foreign Minister Nikos Dendias emphasized the integration process of the Western Balkans with the EU and 

stated that this is a one-way road.[4] Therefore, Greece supports the membership processes of the countries in the region by using its 

position in the EU. This, in turn, expands Athens’ area of action in the region.

It should be noted that; Despite its constructive initiatives in the region, Greece faces a number of obstacles. The first of these is relations 

with Serbia. Because the rapprochement of the two Orthodox countries creates discomfort in some quarters. Although it is envisaged 

that Greece will be involved in matters involving Serbia as a mediator, it is not realistic for this to happen. In particular, the fact that 

Kosovo still does not officially recognize its independence is important in terms of how Greece is perceived in the region.

Although the problems with North Macedonia were resolved with the Prespa Agreement signed in 2018, Greece’s pressure on North 

Macedonia for the full implementation of the agreement makes it difficult to establish a sustainable cooperation environment.

On the other hand, Greece, which has come to the forefront as an important representative of the EU in the region apart from Croatia, 

has had some side effects of the recent developments in its domestic politics and the scandals that have come to the agenda in 

international politics. The bribery scandal, which occurred especially before the EU and allegedly involving a Greek politician, created 

negativity. This raises questions about what Athens can offer to the regional capitals.

On the other hand, the energy crisis in the conjuncture brought about by the Russia-Ukraine War also affected the Balkans. Although 

Greece stands out as an important actor in ensuring energy security,[5] It is not expected that Greece will establish an energy coop-

eration platform in the near future.

As a result, Greece is an actor with many interests in the region, from economy to security. Athens has an important role especially in 

the harmonization and integration processes of the countries of the region with the EU. However, it is observed that the cooperation 

emphasized in official visits and many platforms is not reflected in practice. The close political and economic relations with Serbia, in 

particular, cause criticism from other countries in the region. For this reason, it can be said that Greece cannot make a sufficient con-

tribution to the stability in the region compared to other actors. The fact that Athens is not neutral in the face of the problems in the 

region and that it has some problems with the regional capitals prevents Greece from becoming a stabilizing actor. In short, although 

Greece wants to stand out as a stabilizing country in the Balkans, it lacks the necessary means.
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Is It Possible for South Korea
and the US to Held Nuclear
Exercises?
On January 2, 2023, the Seoul Presidential Office 

announced that South Korea and The United 

States (US) are discussing holding an exercise 

on a joint nuclear operation against North Ko-

rea. Shortly after that, US President Joe Biden 

said that there would be no joint nuclear ex-

ercises in the region.[1] Upon this, South Korea 

stated that the negotiations with the US were 

ongoing, and that Biden had to say “no.”

Since it is not a nuclear power, South Korea 

aims to take advantage of the US’s mass de-

struction capacity to respond to North Korea’s 

nuclear attacks. Both Biden and White House 

officials deny these allegations. The justification 

for this is that South Korea is not a nuclear pow-

er; therefore, joint nuclear exercises with Seoul 

would be “extremely difficult.” Despite this, it can 

be said that information sharing, joint emer-

ANKASAM ANALYSIS
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[1] “Mitsotakis: Greece Making ‘Dynamic Return’ to Western Balkans”, Ekathimerini, https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1186546/mitso-

takis-greece-making-dynamic-return-to-western-balkans/, (Date of Accession: 06.01.2023).

[2] “Greece Appoints Special Envoy for Western Balkans”, Ekathimerini, https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1186795/greece-appoints-

special-envoy-for-western-balkans/, (Date of Accession: 06.01.2023).

[3] “Greece a Factor of Stability, Security in the Balkans and the SE Mediterranean, Says Sakellaropoulou in New Year Message” Amna, 

https://www.amna.gr/en/article/698132/Greece-a-factor-of-stability–security-in-the-Balkans-and-the-SE-Mediterranean–says-Sakell-

aropoulou-in-New-Year-message, (Date of Accession: 06.01.2023).

[4] “Dendias in Pristina: Western Balkans’ EU Path ‘is a One-Way Road’”, Ekathimerini, https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1200714/dendias-

in-pristina-western-balkans-eu-path-is-a-one-way-road/, (Date of Accession: 06.01.2023).

[5] “Greece and Bulgaria Factors of Energy Stability in the Balkans”, Capital, https://www.capital.gr/english/3679043/greece-and-bulgar-

ia-factors-of-energy-stability-in-the-balkans, (Date of Accession: 06.01.2023).
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to take a more aggressive stance by revising their defence-security strategies. As a result of the encouragement and guidance of the 

US, South Korea and Japan are unwittingly becoming a pole against North Korea and China.

Washington’s politics of polarization may eventually pave the way for the establishment of a collective defence pact in the region. 

The goal of the USA also may be to establish a collective defence pact in the region by deepening the crisis and then citing this as a 

justification. American think tanks are already talking about the name “North Atlantic and Indo-Pacific Treaty Organization (NAIPTO).”[2] 

Therefore, it can be argued that in 2023, a defence alliance in which Japan, South Korea and the USA are at the centre will be mentioned 

more strongly.

In the event of a deep and irreversible deterioration of the security environment, the states of the region will begin to think that the only 

way to stop North Korea and China is NAIPTO. For this reason, it can be claimed that South Korea will cooperate more with the US in the 

military sense in the future, and as a result, the regional security environment will deteriorate further. The most practical outcome of this 

would be the establishment of NAIPTO.

[1] “South Korea Says Talks Underway On U.S. Nuclear Operations Planning”, Nikkie, https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/N-Korea-at-cross-

roads/South-Korea-says-talks-underway-on-U.S.-nuclear-operations-planning, (Date of Accession: 04.01.2023).

[2] “NAIPTO-Toward a Eurasian, Transoceanic Multilateral Collective Defense Alliance”, Hudson, https://www.hudson.org/foreign-policy/

naipto-toward-a-eurasian-transoceanic-multilateral-collective-defense-alliance, (Date of Accession: 04.01.2023).
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gency planning and the possibility of an exercise continue in the event of a nuclear attack between the two countries. Nuclear weap-

ons, also known as weapons of mass destruction, constitute a powerful deterrent against rivals. This is because it instantly destroys the 

enemy’s defensive capacity and largely eliminates the possibility of retaliation. Therefore, the best response to nuclear deterrence is to 

establish nuclear deterrence. South Korea, on the other hand, has strived for the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula to this day. 

In the Indo-Pacific Strategy Document that it recently published, the Seoul administration reiterated that it would combat the threat of 

nuclear weapons from North Korea and reiterated its efforts to denuclearize the island.

Announcing that they will hold joint nuclear exercises with the US, less than a week after the publication of the said document, was 

interpreted as a sign that South Korea might become aggressive in its foreign and security policies. Seoul may have planned these nu-

clear exercises to build deterrence. Because Japan and the US have been trying to join forces recently within the scope of integrated 

deterrence strategy. With the inclusion of South Korea in this, the deterrent effect of the allied states against China and North Korea will 

be even wider. But at the same time, this strategy will increase the anger of North Korea and the danger of nuclear war will escalate.

The change of power in South Korea in 2022 paved the way for improving and further developing Washington-Seoul relations. However, 

the US-South Korean rapprochement also leads to an increase in tensions in the region and an increased risk of war. Indeed, since the 

summer of 2022, the US and South Korea have increased their military exercises in the region, including in Japan. For example, after 

North Korea’s ballistic missile test at the end of September 2022, the US and South Korea conducted “Live Fire Exercises.” It is known that 

Japan is also involved in these exercises. In the following period, Seoul stated that these exercises will continue and recently mentioned 

joint nuclear exercises.

The military support in question by the US leads to an escalation of North Korea’s threat to South Korea. Due to this increasing threat, 

the Seoul administration needs the deterrent power of the US more and more every passing day. If South Korea can survive during or 

after the North Korean nuclear attack, it will need to use nuclear power to respond to it at the same rate. Since South Korea does not 

have these weapons, it will surely want to take advantage of this US power.

When North Korea’s ballistic missile tests are considered together with the “threats” of Russia and China, the security of the Far East is 

in danger. The US considers that it cannot face these multiple threats alone. That is why it is joining forces with South Korea and Japan. 

Because Washington can eliminate these great rivals only through multiple coalitions. South Korea and Japan are at the centre of the 

three major threats (Russia, North Korea, and China). Therefore, the main allies of the US in the region are South Korea and Japan. But 

South Korea avoids triggering a grand coalition war. Particularly, he believes that there is no way to resist North Korea’s nuclear weap-

ons and the Chinese military. For this reason, it does not want to escalate the crisis further by being included in the alliances of the US.

South Korea has a dilemma about whether to support the US in its regional defence and security policies. This is also often interpreted 

as the inexperience of the Seoul administration in foreign policy. It is claimed that the Seoul government has damaged the country’s 

international reputation since it has faced votes of no confidence from several ministers in domestic politics and its failed foreign 

policy moves. Therefore, there is a high probability that the Seoul administration will also make mistakes in its defence-security policies. 

The government’s announcement of joint nuclear exercises with the US, after saying that it opposes the use of nuclear weapons, is a 

concrete example of this.

South Korea decided that there was no other way to counter the threats of North Korea and began to adopt an aggressive foreign 

policy. This means chasing after the dangerous crisis policy of the US. Japan has made a similar mistake.  Both countries have begun 
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Why Washington Wants
Prolongation of the
Russia-Ukraine War?
While one year has passed in the Russia-Ukra-

ine War that started on February 24, 2022; Alt-

hough the intensity of the conflicts decreases 

with the winter months, there is no significant 

development in terms of signing a cease-

fire and ending the war. On the contrary, the 

West’s military support to Ukraine has increa-

sed recently. This indicates that the conflicts of 

the Kyiv administration may intensify from the 

spring of 2023 and the Ukrainian Army may at-

tack.

It is seen that the expectations of the parties 

regarding the ceasefire search are extremely 

different. As a matter of fact, while Russia wants 

a ceasefire in which the regions it currently 

controls remain under its control; Ukraine, on 

the other hand, is in an approach that deman-

ds the withdrawal of the Russian Army from the 

occupied areas, including the Crimea. Finally, it 

was seen that the President of Russia Vladimir 

Putin’s “Christmas Truce” proposal was rejected 

by the President of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelensky 

with a harsh language.[1]

According to the Kyiv administration, Russia’s 

preparation for a new mobilization is on the 

agenda, and the Moscow administration will 

use such a ceasefire for military procurement. 

Of course, this is a serious possibility. But more 
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important is the support Ukraine receives from Western states. Because this support increases Kiev’s resilience, courage and self-confi-

dence. Undoubtedly, the United States of America (USA) is one of the leading actors who want to increase Ukraine’s resistance.

At this point, it should be noted that; Moscow is aware of what the Washington administration is trying to do. As a matter of fact, on 

January 6, 2023, Russian Ambassador to Washington Antoli Antonov criticizes the decision of the US officials to allocate a new military 

aid package to Kiev that will include Bradley infantry fighting vehicles, claiming that the US is not seeking a political solution in Ukraine.

[2] When Antonov’s words are taken together with the visit of Ukrainian President Vladimir Zelensky to the USA on December 21, 2022, the 

picture becomes clearer. Because during the said visit, the White House announced that Ukraine would be given Patriot air defense 

systems.[3]

In fact, this situation indicates that the USA has a reading that the conflicts will intensify in the Russia-Ukraine War and that air strikes 

that may target Kiev may take place.

As it is known, it is claimed that the Moscow administration wants to make Belarus a front country and force Ukraine to a two-front war. 

There is a possibility that the USA may also have intelligence information on the developments in this regard. Therefore, the Washington 

administration may have come to the conclusion that the defense capacity of the Ukrainian Army should be increased. However, it is 

not possible to state that this is the only issue.

To explain the situation in question, it can be argued that the USA did not want a result in which one of the parties outclassed the other 

or achieved victory in the Russia-Ukraine War. Because the USA sees the Russia-Ukraine War as a proxy war at one point and believes 

that the struggle takes place between Russia and the West. In this environment, the priority of the White House seems to be prolonging 

the war.

In this sense, it is necessary to open the question of what the USA aims at. It should be emphasized that; The Washington administration 

considers the prolongation of the war as a tool that contributes to two goals. The first of these, which is the traditional “other” of the West 

and aims to regain great power status after Putin became the President of Russia; therefore, it is the attrition of Russia, which desires to 

gain a greater share in the global system. The United States wishes to turn the war in Ukraine into a war of attrition, considering that the 

war in Ukraine might have similar consequences to the situation the Soviet Union faced in Afghanistan in 1979. Therefore, the prolonga-

tion of the war is in line with the expectations of the White House.

Secondly, the USA interprets the war in Ukraine as a development that will ensure the European dimension, which is the main pillar of its 

global hegemony. Because the crack in the Trans-Atlantic relations was largely resolved due to the war, and the West, despite some 

objections, was able to take a united stance by developing a collective stance within the framework of the argument of defending 

democratic values against autocracies in general. This can be described as a situation that will serve the survival of the US-centered 

unipolar world in the 21st century, when the search for multipolarity becomes evident. In other words, the Washington administration 

considers the prolongation of the Russia-Ukraine War as a development that serves its global hegemony. Because, if the war ends, 

European states may turn to re-establish a relationship of interdependence with Russia. This, in turn, could bring the demand for multi-

polarity to the fore, accelerating challenges to American leadership.

As a result, there is no concrete development in the search for a ceasefire in the Russia-Ukraine War; on the contrary, as Moscow 

prepares to expand the area where the war is taking place by transforming Belarus into a front country; Western states also provide 

support to increase the defense capacity of the Ukrainian Army. This means that the war will be prolonged. The main actor who wants 

to prolong the war is the USA. Because Washington, on the one hand, wants the process to turn into a war of attrition for Russia; on the 

other hand, it uses war to strengthen the unity in Trans-Atlantic relations.

[1] “Зеленский отверг предложение президента РФ Владимира Путина о рождественском перемирии”, Argumenti, https://argumenti.ru/politi-
cs/2023/01/807549, (Date of Accession: 07.01.2023).
[2] “Посол РФ в Вашингтоне Антонов заявил, что США не стремятся к политическому урегулированию на Украине”, Argumenti, https://argumenti.ru/
politics/2023/01/807552, (Date of Accession: 07.01.2023).
[3] Doğacan Başaran, “Zelenski’nin ABD Ziyareti: Rusya-Ukrayna Savaşı’nda Nasıl Bir Gelecek?”, ANKASAM, https://www.ankasam.org/zelenskinin-abd-ziyare-
ti-rusya-ukrayna-savasinda-nasil-bir-gelecek/, (Date of Accession: 07.01.2023).
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Delhi, came to the fore with the two countries’ joint activities in the design and production of warplanes and submarines.[1] Meeting on 

the occasion of the meeting and chairing the dialogue, French President’s Diplomatic Advisor Emmanuel Bonne and India’s National Se-

curity Advisor Ajit Doval consulted on many issues such as ways to end the Russia-Ukraine War and tensions on the India-China border.

[2] At the same time, the current global situation was also discussed. However, the parties agreed to deepen the India-France strategic 

partnership in counterterrorism, civil nuclear energy, space, and cyber security.[3]

In the statement made after the meeting, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of India stated that India and France reiterated their decisions 

to advance their strategic partnerships to ensure peace, stability, and security in the Indo-Pacific.[4]

One of the issues supposed to be discussed before the meeting was held was the cooperation between the parties on the submarine 

issue. It was expected that the issue of producing “Kalvari” class submarines will be on the agenda. The Kalvari class submarine is known 

as an adaptation of the French Scorpene submarines.[5] India’s goal is to ensure submarines stay underwater longer to minimize the 

negative effects that may occur when they come to the surface for refuelling. New Delhi, which wants to add an Air Independent Pro-

pulsion System (Air-Independent Propulsion-AIP) to the Klavari class submarines, wishes to do this with the support of Paris.[6]

Another point that makes the strategic dialogue important in the development of the India-Russia partnership is aircraft engines. India 

wants to produce engines for domestic twin-engine warplanes. However, there is also a search for technology transfer to enable the 

design and development of new-generation military and civilian engines for future combat and transport platforms.

The India-based Tata group has partnered with Airbus to produce the C295 tactical transport aircraft in Gujarat. Expanding this part-

nership to include the production of other civil and military aircraft through a joint venture with France was one of the agenda items 

of the meeting.[7]

India has close relations with Russia in terms of military and defense partnerships. Nevertheless, the Russia-Ukraine War necessitated 

cooperation with alternative actors in this regard. On the other hand, the war brought its efforts to increase China’s defense and military 

capabilities. Therefore, in the face of China’s increasing military activities, it is seen that India has started to develop its cooperation with 

France.

Due to the AUKUS Agreement, some of France’s plans for Australia and the Asia-Pacific were interrupted. At this point, the Paris govern-

ance turns to defense cooperation with New Delhi, another power in the region. It is known that the two allies formed a tripartite group 

with the United Arab Emirates to ensure the security of the geography stretching from the eastern coast of Africa to the Pacific.[8]

Nonetheless, the foundations of the strategic partnership between Paris and New Delhi can be traced back to 1998. The parties first 

announced their strategic partnerships this year. There is an Asia-Pacific-oriented strategic cooperation between the two countries. 

This partnership was reinforced at the previous “Strategic Dialogue Meeting” held in Paris in November 2021.

An essential output of the meeting is that the talks also laid the groundwork for French President Emmanuel Macron’s visit to India. In 

addition, the G20 Foreign Ministers Meeting will be held in India in March 2023. For high-level visits from France, this also means a door.

At this point, it can be said that steps will be taken to deepen the cooperation on the Paris-New Delhi line. As a matter of fact, in a news 
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Indo-French Defense
Partnership in Asia-Pacific
The Russia-Ukraine War caused changes in 

many sectors in the context of global relations 

and indirectly affected military-defence coop-

eration. It is known that Russia is a significant 

defence exporter for India, which draws atten-

tion to its relations with Russia and its ties with 

the West. However, New Delhi’s governance has 

started to attach more magnitude to devel-

oping relations with other actors in such part-

nerships after the war. In this context, the ties 

it established with France gained importance.

The 36th India-France Dialogue Meeting was 

held on January 5, 2023, between India and 

France, who have been “Strategic Dialogue 

Partners” for years. The meeting, hosted by New 
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Gwadar Port in the Context of
Opportunities and Risks
Pakistan is one of the most important states in 

Asia due to its geopolitical location.  It is one of the 

states in Asia closest to Africa, the Persian Gulf and 

the Strait of Hormuz.  It is also the shortest route for 

Central Asia and the Sinjar-Uyghur Autonomous 

Region to reach the sea.  For this reason, it is one of 

the gates of Asia to the seas.

Pakistan has three main ports that mediate its 

opening to the seas.  These are the ports of Qa-

sim, Karachi and Gwadar.  However, according to 

official statements, the potential to increase the 

capacity of the first two ports is quite low.  For this 

reason, the possibility of transforming into an inter-

national center in the region is weakening.  As a re-

sult, a new port was needed and the construction 

process of Gvadar Port started.[1]

As it is known, China announced the Belt-Road Pro-

ject to the world in 2013.  In the same year, Gvadar 

was transferred to the China Overseas Port Holding 

Company (COPHC).  Gvadar, a small village and 

port within the scope of China’s policy of imple-

menting various alternative routes and corridors at 

the point of reaching Western markets, has come 

to the fore in parallel with the close relations that 

have developed on the Islamabad-Beijing line.[2] In 

this context, it was decided to implement the Chi-

na-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) between 

China and Pakistan and to provide 62 billion dol-

lars of aid to Pakistan.  In this context, it is aimed to 

transform Gvadar into China’s port opening to the 

Middle East and Africa.[3]

Gvadar does not only enable China to reach Africa 

and the Middle East by a short route;  It will also en-

able the said regions to carry various underground 

riches, especially energy resources, to China. At 

this point, Gwadar, which is of critical importance 

for China, will be an important center of two-way 

trade. This situation has attracted the attention of 

China and Pakistan as well as other regional and 
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published in the French publication La Tribune on January 4, 2023, it was stated that during Macron’s planned visit to New Delhi in 

March 2023, more than 26 contracts could be signed for the sale of Rafale Marine fighter jets. However, any announcement like this 

has been made by the Government of India or the Indian Navy.[9]

It is seen that military cooperation between New Delhi and Paris is advancing. The question is which of the parties is benefiting from 

this partnership more. Another question mark concerns the Russian activity in the Indian military mechanism. It is known that Russia is 

the only country that supplies nuclear submarines to India. Moreover, most India’s warplanes and about 90% of its battle tanks are of 

Russian origin. India bought the sole aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya from Russia in 2004.[10] Therefore, India, which wants to diversify 

its defense purchases through agreements with various countries, especially France, is not expected to give up on Russia completely.

[1] “India-France to Join Hands in Fighter and Submarine Design and Manufacturing”, Hindustan Times, https://www.hindustantimes.

com/india-news/indiafrance-to-join-hands-in-fighter-and-submarine-design-and-manufacturing-101672890137294.html, (Date of 

Accession: 05.01.2023).

[2] “India, France Hold Talks on Ukraine War, Expanding Military Partnership”, Business Standart, https://www.business-standard.com/

article/current-affairs/india-france-hold-talks-on-ukraine-war-expanding-military-partnership-123010600480_1.html, (Date of Acces-

sion: 06.01.2023).

[3] “India and France Holds the 36th Strategic Dialogue”, News on Air, https://newsonair.com/2023/01/05/india-and-france-holds-the-

36th-strategic-dialogue/, (Date of Accession 06.01.2023).

[4] “India, France Discuss Defence and Security Cooperation”, Hindustan Times, https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/in-
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The India-China Problem 
and the Risk of Nuclear 
War
The recent small-scale conflicts involving the 

fights of the soldiers of both states with sticks 

and stones in some problematic areas of 

the India-China border raises the question of 

whether such problems will lead to a nuclear 

conflict between the two nuclear powers of 

the region. Although the probability of such a 

war, which will directly concern almost three-

eighths of the world’s population, seems quite 

low, it should be stated that there has been a 

rapid and dangerous progress towards nucle-

ar armament in the recent period due to the 

threat of using nuclear weapons and moves 

towards it, which Moscow voiced during the 

Russia-Ukraine War. Due to this situation, there 

is a risk of nuclear war between India and Chi-

na; At least, it can be said that this option can-

not be completely ignored.
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global powers. Today, Pakistan and China want to increase the 

capacity of Gwadar through various projects. For this purpose, 

the construction process continues.[4]

Despite the geopolitical, geostrategic and geoeconomic char-

acteristics of the Gvadar Port, there are some discussions about 

the port.  First of all, the depth of the port is an important issue.  

It is said that the port, which was thought to have a depth of 18 

meters at one time, has decreased to 11 meters today.  This situ-

ation prevents large tonnage cargo ships from actively using the 

port.[5] This situation poses a serious problem in terms of using 

the port at full capacity.  Although the Gvadar administration has 

opened a tender to increase the depth, it is thought that this will 

bring a significant financial burden..[6]

On the other hand, the hinterland of the port is also controversial.  

The port is in the west of Pakistan.  However, densely populated 

cities such as Islamabad, Karachi and Lahore are in the east.  This 

raises a serious question mark in reaching the markets in Pakistan.  

In addition, the capacity of the train and road transport network 

in the region is also important for Gvadar to become a center.  

In addition to all these, the difficulties and security threats in the 

geography stretching from Gvadar to China are also noteworthy.

In order to reach China from Gvadar, the Taftan Desert must 

first be crossed.  After this important geographical difficulty, the 

mountainous structure of the country stands out.  The Himalayan 

Mountains, which form a natural barrier between China and Pa-

kistan, make transportation difficult, increase the costs of trans-

portation projects and negatively affect the hinterland of Gvadar.

From a security perspective, this line harbors significant threats 

and risks. In particular, the presence of various ethnic-separatist 

and radical religious terrorist organizations in the region between 

Gwadar and China significantly threatens foreign investors, in-

vestments and infrastructure projects. In addition, the city of Ket-

ta, which is seen as one of the centers of various terrorist organ-

izations, is an important security problem for CPEC.  The difficult 

geographical structure of the region serves as a security camp 

for these terrorist organizations in this context.  Looking at the field, 

direct attacks are carried out on foreign investors in the region.[7] 

In addition, it should not be ignored that CPEC passes through the 

Kashmir region, on which there is significant debate.

At this point, it is possible to talk about China’s various hesitations.  

Because, as a result of the attacks on a hotel with Chinese na-

tionals in Kabul on December 12, 2022, the Beijing administration 

called on its citizens to leave the country.[8] The continued at-

tacks on CPEC raises the question of what China’s policy will be 

and whether Beijing has other pursuits beyond Gvadar.

In addition to the aforementioned negativities, there are two oth-

er important factors. First of all, as is well known, there is a signif-

icant rivalry and various problems between China and India. At 

this point, it is important to what extent a project centered on 

Gwadar and CPEC will serve regional peace and reconciliation. 

Pakistan wants Gwadar to become an international hub. Howev-

er, India’s presence in the region and the growing maritime rival-

ry puts Gvadar and CPEC in an important place in the balance 

of opportunities and crises. It is also clear that India is a rising 

economic power in the region and Western capital is shifting 

there. In this context, changing balances call into question how 

much more active Gvadar and CPEC will be and the possibility of 

Gvadar becoming a hub.

Another factor is the extent to which the people of the region ap-

prove and accept Gvadar and CPEC. There have been protests 

in the region at various times. The most important criticism of the 

people is that they cannot directly benefit from the investments 

made and the employment created.[9] In addition, while a major 

construction process is taking place in the region, the poverty of 

the people is deepening and there is an awareness that there is 

a serious economic gap in the society. At this stage, the stability 

and sustainability of a project that is not embraced by the local 

population in the eyes of other states and investors will be ques-

tioned.

In conclusion, Gwadar Port is an important hub for CPEC, which 

is one of the pillars of the Belt and Road Initiative, and offers the 

opportunity to open up to the oceans. China and Pakistan want 

to utilize Gwadar to its full potential by making various invest-

ments. The various features of the port make it stand out in terms 

of opportunities. However, as with any project, there are various 

question marks regarding CPEC and Gwadar. In this context, the 

port’s hinterland, its depth, the route of CPEC, the competition of 

regional actors and the public’s perception of the projects cause 

doubts about the future of the investments and policies pur-

sued. In particular, the risks posed by various security threats in 

the face of opportunities call into question the gains and fate of 

investments and projects. While Gvadar and CPEC are evaluated 

in terms of the opportunities they create, it is also important to 

consider these ports in terms of risks.

[1] “Gwadar Port”, Gwadar Port Authority, https://gwadarport.gov.

pk/aboutport.aspx, (Date of Accession: 13.01.2023).

[2] “Significance of Gwadar port”, Hellenic Shipping News, https://

www.hellenicshippingnews.com/significance-of-gwadar-port/, 

(Date of Accession: 13.01.2023).
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On the other hand, both China and India have declared their commitment not to be the first to use nuclear weapons. Although they 

have an important inventory of nuclear weapons, it will be against both states if this power, which is very weak compared to Russia and 

the USA, is used in a dangerous process that will lead to a general nuclear war. It would be unrealistic for India to make such a move, 

especially given its relations with its nuclear-armed neighbor Pakistan. In this process, it is expected that India’s nuclear weapons will 

not go beyond being an element that will balance the conventional superiority of China.

As a result, in the same rank within the SCO; However, these two states, which have to observe multilateral regional and global balances, 

do not want their development in various fields, especially economy and technology, to be delayed by different problems, give weight 

to peaceful policy and have nuclear power roughly close to each other, are very unlikely to enter a nuclear war due to border problems 

is a possibility. But nuclear deterrence is the most important factor in this regard. Kenneth Waltz said, “The more nuclear-armed states, 

the more they contribute to peace.”[6] His approach, which can be summarized as above, is perhaps confirmed in this case study. In 

other words, the fact that China, India and Pakistan have nuclear weapons in the region contributes to peace due to its deterrent effect.

[1] Idrees Ali-Phil Stewart, “China Likely to Have 1,500 Nuclear Warheads by 2035: Pentagon”, Reuters, https://www.reuters.com/world/chi-

na-likely-have-1500-nuclear-warheads-by-2035-pentagon-2022-11-29/, (Date of Accession: 08.01.2023).

[2] “Fact Sheet: China’s Nuclear Inventory”, Arms Control Center, https://armscontrolcenter.org/fact-sheet-chinas-nuclear-arsenal/, 

(Date of Accession: 08.01.2023).

[3] Oren Lirbermann, “China Could Have 1,500 Nuclear Warheads by 2035: Pentagon Report”, CNN, https://edition.cnn.com/2022/11/29/

politics/china-nuclear-arsenal-military-power-report-pentagon/index.html/, (Date of Accession: 08.01.2023).

[4] Ali-Stewar, op.cit.

[5] Hans M. Kristensen-Matt Korda, “Indian Nuclear Weapons, 2022”, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 78(4), 2022, p. 224-236.

[6] Kenneth N. Waltz, The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: More May Be Better: Introduction, The Adelphi Papers, 21, 1981, p. 171
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China, which acquired nuclear weapons technology in 1964; The United States (USA), along with Russia, the United Kingdom, and 

France, are in the legal status of possessing nuclear weapons under the 1968 aNuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). China is cur-

rently thought to have 350 nuclear weapons, all of which are atomic bombs. However, it is thought that China does not have a ther-

monuclear weapon (hydrogen bomb) technology 3000-4000 times more powerful than the atomic bomb. Only the USA and Russia 

have this technology. On the other hand, in a report prepared by the US Department of Defense (Pentagon), it was claimed that the 

number of nuclear warheads in China reached 400 by 2022.[1]

China has planned to use its nuclear weapons mainly with intercontinental ballistic missiles. 272 nuclear warheads with an interconti-

nental ballistic missile code named DF-31 AG with a range of 11,200 km; the rest are stated to have the ability to be used with subma-

rines called JIN class. The range of the missiles to be used from the submarine is 7,200 km, and accordingly, China has the ability to hit 

the Hawaiian Island from its own seas. Moreover, as China advances in the Pacific Sea, it has the ability to hit most of the US territory. 

However, in the current situation, it is thought that China does not have a bomber concept.[2]

Compared to the US’s inventory of 3,700 nuclear weapons, some of which are very destructive thermonuclear weapons, and highly 

advanced launch vehicles, China’s nuclear weapons power is rather ineffective compared to the US. The Chinese authorities are 

already expressing this openly. However, according to a report recently leaked to the press and prepared by the Pentagon, the Wash-

ington administration predicts that China’s nuclear weapons will reach 1,500 by 2035.[3] In the face of Washington’s concerns, Beijing 

stated that it would be open to negotiation on this issue if the USA reduced the number of nuclear weapons to the level of China.[4]

India, which conducted its first nuclear weapon test in 1974, has enriched plutonium at the level to obtain 213 nuclear weapons; but 

it is currently considered to have 160 nuclear weapons.[5] India, which has an AGNI-V missile with a range of 5,000 km, is conducting 

new missile tests with a range of 10,000 km. It also has the capability to use nuclear weapons with both warplanes and developing 

submarines.

In the light of all this information, it can be said that China has an obvious superiority over India in the nuclear field as well as in the 

conventional field. However, although this possibility cannot be ignored, it does not seem realistic for China to enter into a nuclear war 

with India, with which it has recently improved its relations due to border problems, and especially with which it is on the same side in 

the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).

First of all, this possibility does not comply with the basic policy of the Beijing administration for a long time. On the one hand, it de-

velops itself in many areas such as economy, technology and arms industry; On the other hand, China, which has rapidly increased 

its influence on a global scale, mainly in its region, pioneered the formation of the Shanghai Five for the peaceful solution of border 

problems in 1996 with a forward-thinking policy, which today defies Western hegemony and brings China and Russia together on the 

same platform. He laid the foundations of the SCO. This initiative, which he started to prevent minor border problems from interfering 

with his grand strategic vision, contributed to the rapid development of China and to have a voice on a global scale. Beijing is expect-

ed to continue this policy. As a matter of fact, the dialogue that developed between senior managers after each border fight can be 

considered as a concrete indicator of this vision.
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Increasing Role of Poland in
European Politics

Moreover, Warsaw has increased its defence investments, devel-

oped military relations within NATO with the alliance’s “big brother”, 

the United States (US), and engaged in an action against Russia. 

In addition to allocating a large share of its Gross Domestic Prod-

uct (GDP) to the defence industry and purchasing Abram tanks 

and F-35 fighter jets from the US,[1] the country has also signed 

arms trade agreements with South Korea.[2] In addition, the de-

ployment of German Patriot air defence systems in Poland instead 

of Ukraine[3] was also a noteworthy element in this process.

In addition to settling accounts with Russia for past events, Warsaw 

does not rule out a possible threat from Moscow. Being geograph-

ically located just east of Ukraine poses a great risk of war for Po-

land. Even if the likelihood is low, there is a considerable number of 

experts who believe that the war could spread to Eastern Europe. 

Therefore, armament also has such a dimension.

In addition to the weight given to defence, Warsaw’s attitude to-

wards Ukrainian refugees has completely changed, as it is remem-

bered for its harsh attitude towards asylum seekers during the ref-

ugee crisis in Europe in 2015. International media reports and news 

articles have noted Poland’s welcoming attitude towards civilians 

fleeing the war in Ukraine.[4] It is worth recalling here that Warsaw 

built a wall on the border with Belarus a few months before the 

start of the Russian-Ukrainian War to prevent refugee crossing.[5]

Of course, all these dynamics point to a reshaping of the balance 

in European politics, considering all actors. In the European leg of 

NATO, in addition to Germany, France and the United Kingdom, Po-

land also wants to be among these states in the field of defence. 

In addition to military expenditures, Warsaw’s military alliance with 

Britain and Ukraine after the outbreak of the war can be consid-

ered an indicator of this.[6]

When it comes to the EU dimension, disagreements between Po-

land and Brussels seem to have been put on hold for a while. Fore-

most among these issues is the rule of law debate. On December 

16, 2020, the European Parliament and the Council adopted a Reg-

ulation on the general regime of conditionality for the protection 

of the EU budget, in which they decided that states that do not 

respect the rule of law will not benefit from the union budget.[7] 

However, first Hungary and then Poland filed a lawsuit with the Eu-

ropean Court of Justice to annul the decision.[8] In this process, 

Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki spoke of the need for a 

limit to EU competence,[9] while the European Commission em-

phasized that concepts such as the rule of law are the foundation 

of the union and that both member states and candidate states 

should adhere to the EU’s values.[10]

Although tensions have persisted for nearly two years, Warsaw 

has taken some steps towards legislative changes. Although it is 

believed that these changes will not completely transform the ju-

dicial system in Poland,[11] some outcomes are believed to have 

been achieved as a result of the disagreements with the EU.

From an overall perspective, it is indeed evident that Poland is try-

ing to transform its place in Euro-Atlantic politics. This transforma-

tion is primarily in the security and military spheres. Warsaw’s arms 

deals with NATO and non-NATO member states, modernization of 

its army and increase in its defence budget have been noteworthy 

after the start of the Russia-Ukraine War. While such changes took 

place in the security dimension due to the impact of the war, in the 

political dimension, Poland’s problems with the EU, of which it is a 

member, were postponed for a while. The most prominent of these 

problems is the disagreement on the “rule of law.” Following the rul-

ings of the European Court of Justice against Hungary and Poland, 

the Warsaw administration started to take some steps in terms of 

the judiciary. It is possible to say that the legal amendments, to 

some extent, constitute progress in ensuring the rule of law. As a 

result, Poland’s importance in NATO has increased and the country 

has started to have a positive profile in the EU.

[1] Ahmet Gençtürk, “Poland Takes Delivery Of 1st Batch Of US-

Made M1 Abrams Tanks”, Anadolu Agency, https://www.aa.com.tr/

en/europe/poland-takes-delivery-of-1st-batch-of-us-made-m1-

abrams-tanks/2639806, (Date of Accession: 05.01.2023).

[2] “First Korean Tanks And Howitzers Arrive in Poland”, Notes 

from Poland, https://notesfrompoland.com/2022/12/06/first-ko-

rean-tanks-and-howitzers-arrive-in-poland/#:~:text=In%20Ju-

ly%2C%20Warsaw%20concluded%20a,K239%20Chunmoo%20rock-

et%20artillery%20launchers., (Date of Accession: 05.01.2023).

[3] “Poland Will Place German Patriot Missiles on its Territory”, Reuters, 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/poland-will-place-ger-

man-patriot-missiles-its-territory-2022-12-07/, (Date of Accession: 

05.01.2023).

[4] “Poland Welcomes More than Two Million Refugees from Ukraine”, 

UNHCR, https://www.unhcr.org/news/press/2022/3/6234811a4/po-

land-welcomes-million-refugees-ukraine.html, (Date of Accession: 

05.01.2023).

[5] “Poland Completes 186-Kilometre Border Wall With Bela-

rus After Migration Dispute”, Euronews, https://www.eurone-

ws.com/2022/06/30/poland-completes-186-kilometre-bor-

der-wall-with-belarus-after-migration-dispute, (Date of Accession: 

05.01.2023).

The effects of the Russia-Ukraine War have been 

felt in many parts of the world, especially in Europe. 

In this context, the roles of countries in the region 

have started to change as well as the increased 

responsibilities of overarching actors such as the 

European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Trea-

ty Organization (NATO) in European politics. At this 

point, Poland, which has come to the forefront of 

its disputes with the EU, has gained importance 

due to its increasing defence expenditures, being 

an active member of NATO and its contributions 

to Ukraine in the ongoing war, which raises some 

questions about Poland’s willingness to reshape 

its position in Europe and the EU in the short and 

long term.

Poland has been most prominent in Europe re-

cently in the field of defence and in providing 

assistance to Ukraine. Poland’s history with Russia 

is one of the reasons why it has been more ac-

tive in providing assistance in this war than other 

EU members. For many years, Poland’s warning 

to the other members of the Union against Rus-

sia has been one of the issues that Warsaw has 

been criticized for in the past. However, now that 

Russia has become an actor threatening Europe, 

Warsaw’s attitude towards Moscow has gained 

importance.
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The Impact of the
UK-Poland Partnership
on the War in Ukraine
In recent years, the partnerships developed 

by the UK with Poland and Ukraine in its policy 

towards Eastern Europe have attracted atten-

tion. The London administration aims to contain 

Moscow through its cooperation with these two 

states. In this context, Warsaw has an important 

place in London’s support to Kiev.

So much so that UK, Poland and Ukraine estab-

lished a defense-based tripartite cooperation 

alliance on February 17, 2022, just before the 

start of the RussiA-Ukraine War.[1] Therefore, it 

can be argued that UK and Poland had a bet-

ter reading of the conjuncture at that time and 

that, unlike other Western states, they did not 

hesitate to provide concrete support to Ukraine.
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On the other hand, considering that Poland has recently had some disagreements with the European Union (EU), the partnership it 

has developed with the UK becomes even more important. It also appears that Warsaw’s biggest ally within the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) and the Western alliance is London.

On the other hand, for UK, Poland is an important partner in its policy towards both Russia and the EU. In this context, the UK, which left the 

EU with the Brexit referendum, wants to continue its effectiveness on the union in a sense through Poland. Considering that every state 

has the right to veto due to the structure of the EU, London’s cooperation with Warsaw becomes even more meaningful. In other words, 

Brexit has served to further develop relations between Poland and Britain. Moreover, Poland’s geopolitical position in Eastern Europe and 

its sharing of borders with Ukraine are also extremely important for Britain’s policy towards Russia.

In addition to all these, another factor that brings Britain and Poland closer to each other is the geopolitical objectives of the parties. 

Currently, Britain aims to realize its initiativeto Eurasia through Eastern Europe. In this context, London is trying to realize this goal through 

the partnerships it has established with Warsaw and Kiev. On the other hand, Poland aims to become a power center in Europe. In this 

respect, the partnership it has developed with the UK is very important. In other words, there is a relationship based on interdependence 

between the parties. Moreover, there is a significant Polish population in UK. This facilitates the establishment of bridges between the 

parties.

It should be noted that the Russia-Ukraine War, which started on February 24, 2022, led to a further acceleration of relations between 

Britain and Poland. UK in Western Europe and Poland in Eastern Europe have been the countries that have reacted most strongly to 

Russia’s intervention.

Especially after the war, it has been claimed that UK was working on a European Commonwealth, which would include the Baltic coun-

tries, as well as Ukraine and Poland, and would be a European version of the British Commonwealth. Thus, the claim that Britain aims to 

create a military, political and economic formation that will be an alternative to the EU and bring together the countries united at the 

point of distrust towards Brussels has been reflected in the international press.[2]

Although it is shaped by claims, it can be argued that the UK’s midterm and long-term goal in European geopolitics is to create a new 

bloc that it will lead. In this context, London will first want to reach an agreement with Warsaw and Kiev. Moreover, the fact that the Baltic 

states of Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia advocate the implementation of the harshest policies against Russia within the EU may bring 

these three states closer to the UK.

On the other hand, it can be said that the basis of the cooperation between UK and Poland is the defense field. Therefore, the agree-

ment signed by London and Warsaw on October 4, 2022 is extremely important.  In this context, UK has committed to increasing Poland’s 

military capacity following the signing of two major defence equipment agreements. Furthermore, London has announced that it will 

provide long-term support to Warsaw’s rapid air defense modernization program. The following statements made by the British De-

fense Minister Ben Wallace within the framework of the agreement are noteworthy:[3]

“We have had a close defence alliance with Poland for over 150 years and as we face the threat from Russia, we need the equipment 

and the capabilities to safeguard our people and preserve European stability.”

As can be seen from Wallace’s statements, the alliance between UK and Poland also has historical foundations. Therefore, it can be 

argued that the cooperation between the parties is powered by history. Moreover, UK’s taking steps to strengthen Poland’s defence will 

naturally play an important role in enhancing Ukraine’s security as well.
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On the other hand, the military, financial and humanitarian aid provided by UK and Poland to Ukraine during the war should also be 

emphasized. With 7.1 billion euros, the UK ranks second in the world on a state basis and first in Europe. Poland also ranks fifth in the 

world with 3 billion euros and third in Europe.[4] In the context of arms supply to Ukraine, the UK ranks third in the world with 1.9 billion 

dollars in aid, while Poland ranks fourth with 1.8 billion dollars.[5] Therefore, considering the serious support given by UK and Poland to 

Ukraine, it can be said that the relations between the parties are based on solid foundations. Furthermore, the aid provided by London 

and Warsaw plays an extremely critical role in Kiev’s struggle against Moscow.

It is also understood that recently Poland and UK want to increase their artillery supply to Ukraine. In fact, on January 11, 2023, Polish 

President Andrzej Duda announced that his country would send German-made Leopard-2 tanks to Ukraine.[6]

In this respect, considering that Germany has not agreed to send the tanks to Ukraine, it can be argued that Warsaw’s move will put 

pressure on Berlin. While Germany agrees to send old-fashioned Marder-type armored combat vehicles to Ukraine, it refrains from 

sending Leopard-2 tanks. Therefore, Germany is reluctant to confront Russia and is careful not to send artillery that could change the 

course of the war. Poland, on the other hand, does not hesitate to send weapons that could change the course of the war in Ukraine.

Finally, on January 11, 2023, London announced that the British Defence Secretary had held talks with Western allies on how to send 

“game-changing” tanks to Ukraine. In this context, it was stated that UK was considering sending Challanger-2 tanks to Ukraine.[7] 

Therefore, the London administration wants to put pressure on Berlin by announcing that it can give the tanks to Ukraine. Therefore, 

the fact that Poland and Britain brought up the issue of supplying artillery to Ukraine on the same day can be interpreted as a de-

velopment confirming that the parties act together. As can be understood, both London and Warsaw are exerting pressure on other 

Western capitals to send artillery to Kiev.

Consequently, Eurasia is an important gateway point in UK’s “Global Britain” target. In this context, the partnerships established by 

London with Kiev and Warsaw are very important for the realization of this goal. On the other hand, the multidimensional partnership 

developed by the UK with Poland also comes to the fore in Ukraine’s struggle against Russia.

[1] “Ukraine, UK, Poland Announce Security Pact Amid Heightened Tensions”, Defense News, https://www.defensenews.com/global/eu-

rope/2022/02/17/ukraine-uk-poland-announce-security-pact-amid-heightened-tensions/, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[2] “UK Proposes “European Commonwealth” with Poland, Ukraine, and Baltics”, Kafkadesk, https://kafkadesk.org/2022/05/30/uk-propos-

es-european-commonwealth-with-poland-ukraine-and-baltics/, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[3] “Landmark Agreements Strengthen UK-Poland Defence Relations”, Government of United Kingdom, https://www.gov.uk/govern-

ment/news/landmark-agreements-strengthen-uk-poland-defence-relations, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[4] “Infographic: Who Provides the Most Aid to Ukraine?”, Al Jazeera, https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/12/9/infographic-who-pro-

vides-the-most-aid-to-ukraine, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[5] “Ukraine Weapons: What Military Equipment is the World Giving?”, BBC News, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-62002218, 

(Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[6] “UK and Poland Confirm Plans to Send Modern Heavy Tanks to Ukraine”, Financial Times, https://www.ft.com/content/092b8894-

4441-4747-bfd4-5b21a0c68709, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[7] “Britain Discusses How to Send ‘Game-Changing’ Tanks to Ukraine”, Politico, https://www.politico.eu/article/british-tanks-game-

changing-ukraine-uk-no-10-says/, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).
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North Macedonia and the 
Challenging Process Ahead
The end of the Cold War and dispertion of Yu-

goslavia in the following period made the Bal-

kan geography a fragile structure and a chess-

board on which the global power struggle is 

experienced. At the point reached today the 

Balkans, which preserved this fragile structure 

at the point reached today, became a risky ge-

ography again with the ongoing Russia-Ukraine 

War. In particular, the unstable structure of the 

countries in the region and the conflicts be-

tween these countries that reach ethnic and 

religious dimensions, constitute a threat area 

at the regional and global level. North Macedo-

nia is one of these unstable countries.

Since the independence of North Macedonia 

from Yugoslavia in 1991, the country has faced 

many challenges is far from a sustainable en-
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vironment of stability and prosperity. Conflicts with Greece and Bulgaria, tensions between ethnic elements in the country, failure to 

achieve a sustainable momentum in the economic field and emerging corruptions are accepted as prominent problems.[1]

North Macedonia, which prioritizes consolidating its position in international institutions, especially in the process of harmonization and 

integration with Euro-Atlantic institutions, became a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 2020. It is possible to 

talk about a long process in relations with the European Union (EU), just like in other Balkan countries. North Macedonia, which applied 

for membership in 2004, obtained the status of candidate country in 2005. [2]  However, it is still far from EU membership.

Undoubtedly, the problems with the neighboring countries and the instability in the country’s politics were effective in this situation. One 

of these problems which is the name cris with Greece has solved in 2018 and one of the obstacles of on the way to the EU of North 

Macedonia has been removed. Another obstacle is the disagreement with Bulgaria. On the basis of this issue lies the conflict between 

the two parties arising from historical and linguistic issues.

The risk on Balkan countries because of Russian-Ukraine War, the European Union, give more support for initatives towards to the region. 

In this direction they aim to boost the relationship with North Macedonia. A proposal was presented to the parties in order to resolve the 

problems between France, North Macedonia and Bulgaria. While Sofia accepted the proposal, the politics of North Macedonia were split 

in two. The main problem here is that the claims that Macedonians will be assimilated with this proposal come to the fore. [3]

Despite all the reactions, the aforementioned proposal was accepted in the North Macedonian Parliament in July 2022. However, at this 

point, it is worth to indicate that the opposition left the parliament during the voting and there was a strong reaction among the people.

[4] Although this development accelerates the relations with the EU, the tension still exist and carries some risks with it. In this context, it 

is claimed that the views of the Macedonian people are ignored for the sake of EU membership.[5]

Continuing its membership negotiations with the EU, North Macedonia entered the year 2023 with many difficulties. Especially the men-

tioned problems on above, are at the forefront of them. First of all, the problems in domestic politics cause North Macedonia to be one 

of the instability points in the region. In particular, problems such as widespread corruption in the country, the lack of inclusiveness of 

political institutions and the corruption of these institutions negatively affect the economic field. In addition, the risks encountered in the 

field of inflation and energy are considered as an element of instability.

On the other hand, it is observed that the existing risks in the field of foreign policy and security have deepened even more in the cur-

rent conjuncture. In the last few years, there have been [†]many bomb threats and cyber attacks in the country. The prominence of the 

Russian threat caused concern in NATO member North Macedonia.[6]

Although institutional and constitutional arrangements have been made at the point of intelligence organization, it is also known that 

the inclusiveness and sustainability of these arrangements is limited. In addition, ethnic conflicts create instability, as in most of the 

Balkan countries. All these troubles lead to the young population migrate from the country, even region.[7]

In other words, North Macedonia, which has become a country with intense brain drain, will lose its qualified population if the situation 

continues like this. In this context, EU membership is an important priority for North Macedonia, but in order for this process to yield tan-

gible results, it is expected to ensure the transformation and reform process within the country itself. Undoubtedly, the main issues that 

need to be resolved are the crisis experienced in the fields of economy and energy and the problems in the domestic politics of the 

country. On the other hand, there are important developments for North Macedonia recently. Chief among these is the transfer of the 

Chairpersonship of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) to North Macedonia. [8] If North Macedonia makes 

good use of this opportunity, it can go a long way in finding solutions to many of the problems it faces.
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Similarly, the rapprochement in relations with Bulgaria bore fruit as cooperation in the field of energy. With the agreement that entered 

into force in January 2023, it was decided to increase gas shipments from Bulgaria to North Macedonia.[9] Thus, there has been a 

decrease in dependence on Russia for energy. More importantly, regional cooperation mechanisms have been seen for work.

As a result, a difficult process awaits North Macedonia in 2023. It is possible to say that problems with neighbors, economic depression 

and political instability will continue to cause headaches for the country. However, the continuation of the membership negotiations 

with the EU, also contains important opportunities.

[1] Julia Wang, “Challenges to Self-Determination: North Macedonia’s Difficult Journey to Joining International Organ”, Berkeley Journal of International Law, 

https://www.berkeleyjournalofinternationallaw.com/post/challenges-to-self-determination-north-macedonia-s-difficult-journey-to-joining-international-or-

gan, (Date of Accesion: 05.01.2023).

[2] “North Macedonia Country Report 2022”, BTI Transformation Index, https://bti-project.org/en/reports/country-report/MKD#pos17, (Erişim Tarihi: 

05.01.2023).

[3] “S. Makedonija u 2022: Deblokada puta ka EU i unutrašnje tenzije”, Al Jazeera Balkans, https://balkans.aljazeera.net/videos/2022/12/29/s-makedoni-

ja-u-2022-deblokada-puta-ka-eu-i-unutrasnje-tenzije, (Date of Accession: 05.01.2023).

[4] Марија Митевска, “Собранието ги усвои заклучоците за францускиот предлог, ВМРО-ДПМНЕ не гласаше”, Radio Slobodna Evropa, https://www.

slobodnaevropa.mk/a/31946313.html, (Erişim Tarihi: 05.01.2023).

[5] Јасминка Павловска, “Вистински лидер е оној што го чувствува пулсот на граѓаните”, Nova Makedonija, https://novamakedonija.com.mk/pe-

cateno-izdanie/vistinski-lider-e-onoj-shto-go-chuvstvuva-pulsot-na-gragjanite/, Date of Accesion: 05.01.2023).

[6] Сашо Таневски, “Проблемите детектирани, решенијата (не)познати”, Nova Makedonija, https://novamakedonija.com.mk/makedonija/politika/prob-

lemite-detektirani-reshenijata-nepoznati/, (Date of Accesion: 05.01.2023).

[7] – Пајке Хаанс, ““Одливот на мозоци” – причина и последица од економските маки на Балканот” , Nova Makedonija, https://novamakedonija.com.

mk/mislenja/kolumni/odlivot-na-mozoci-prichina-i-posledica-od-ekonomskite-maki-na-balkanot/ , (Date of Accesion: 05.01.2023).

[8] “Sjeverna Makedonija preuzima jednogodišnje predsjedavanje OSCE-om”, Al Jazeera Balkans, https://balkans.aljazeera.net/news/balkan/2023/1/1/sjever-

na-makedonija-preuzima-jednogodisnje-predsjedavanje-osce-om, (Date of Accesion: 05.01.2023).

[9] “Bugarski plin za S. Makedoniju, smanjena ovisnost o Rusiji”, Al Jazeera Balkans, https://balkans.aljazeera.net/videos/2023/1/4/bugarski-plin-za-s-make-

doniju-smanjena-ovisnost-o-rusiji, (Date of Accesion: 05.01.2023).
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Italy’s Changing Dynamics and
Refugees
Human mobility across borders has been a 

long-standing global problem. Masses of peo-

ple fleeing war, racism, various forms of op-

pression and violence leave their countries in 

search of safety and better living conditions. 

After the red alert for the Covid-19 pandemic 

was largely lifted, the world agenda started to 

focus on refugees again due to the reopening 

of borders, normalization of travel opportuni-

ties, etc.

However, the attitude of each country and so-

ciety towards refugees varies. Türkiye Colombia 

and Uganda host the largest number of refu-

gees, but countries like Italy also attract a cer-

tain number of refugees every year due to their 

geographical location. For this reason, refugees 

are also high on the agenda in Italy. The over-

crowding of refugee camps, especially on Ita-

ly’s borders close to Tunisia, has been among 

the most discussed topics in the first weeks of 

2023. For example, the last refugee ships arriv-
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ing on January 8, 2023 on Lampedusa Island, which is located off the Mediterranean Sea, very close to Tunisia, sparked controversy 

about the situation on the island.[1] Because more than 1,000 people are currently living in the camp, which is said to be 300 people.[2]

As it is known, Italy, where the first case was detected on January 31, 2020, has been one of the countries most affected by the Covid-19 

outbreak. During the first wave of the pandemic and the second wave that started in October of the same year, measures such as 

the suspension of flights, local or general quarantines and the closure of many workplaces were taken. Considering that tourism is the 

sector with the largest share in the Italian economy, it is obvious that the country has also been shaken economically. So much so that 

the country’s GDP fell by 8.9% in 2020.[3]

The economic downturn has been global in scale but has also affected refugees around the world. The situation of refugees has 

worsened, with refugees living in overcrowded camps at high risk, inadequate access to health facilities and limited financial resourc-

es. In the Italian context, the quarantine of refugees testing positive for Covid-19 on board ships is one of the most important issues of 

debate. The concentration of refugees on these ships, which are crowded and lack access to health facilities, has been interpreted as 

a discriminatory and illegal practice.[4]

On February 24, 2022, the emergence of a new mass influx with the start of the Russia-Ukraine War and the appointment of Giorgia 

Meloni, the leader of Fratelli d’Italia, a nationalist, conservative and far-right party, as Prime Minister of Italy on October 22, 2022, raised 

new question marks for Italy and refugees. In terms of Ukrainian refugees, it is reported that more than 150,000 Ukrainians have arrived 

in Italy. This makes Italy the fourth largest host country for Ukrainian refugees.[5]

On the other hand, it is stated that more than 100,000 refugees arrived in Italy by sea in 2022, an increase of almost 50% compared to 

2021 and 300% compared to 2020. According to the report of the Italian Ministry of Interior, the countries of origin of these refugees are 

Egypt, Tunisia, Bangladesh, Syria and Afghanistan.

In this context, on December 29, 2022, the Italian Government approved a new decree with stricter regulations in an attempt to stop 

the flow of people, especially landings from humanitarian aid ships.[6] This can be interpreted as a move in line with Meloni’s rhetoric 

during the election period, which emphasized the need to stop the influx of people into Italy and Europe in general.

With another decree signed on January 2, 2023, Meloni not only showed that he would continue in the same line but also drew the 

arrows of criticism on him again. According to this decree, the activities of search and rescue vessels leaving the Italian coast are 

restricted.[7]

On the other hand, according to the International Rescue Committee, Italy hosts the vast majority of refugees crossing the Mediter-

ranean Sea to Europe.[8] In this context, Meloni’s move towards restrictive immigration policies can also be interpreted as a reaction 

against other EU countries.

For the first time since the Second World War, a far-right party has come to power in Italy. Meloni, who drew attention with his anti-ref-

ugee rhetoric during the election campaign, wants to eliminate his country’s status as one of the gateways to Europe. In this context, 

Italy may be expected to take stricter measures under Meloni.

However, since 2014 it is known that Italy’s population is aging and birth rates have been declining.[9] This being the case, given the 

reality that refugees are a labor force in Italy, as they are in other parts of the world, Italy needs a working population. If Rome is deter-

mined to limit the flow of people into the country, it will also need to address the problem of the working-age population. In the current 

situation, however, policies aimed at increasing the birth rate have not been successful.

As a result, it is unclear how the Rome administration, which focuses on solving the problems of refugees, will deal with the conse-

quences once this “issue” is solved. Nevertheless, it can be predicted that Italy’s attitude towards refugees will harden. However, it is also 
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South Korea’s Search for New Secu-
rity Architecture and the Future of 
the Western Alliance
Asia-Pacific geopolitics is becoming a field of 

serious competition between the West and the 

“others” of the West, China and North Korea. The 

level and severity of that competition is also 

increasing gradually. As a matter of fact, with 

the rising tension, the region is rapidly moving 

towards the brink of a geopolitical break. In this 

competition, the United States of America (USA) 

sees Japan and South Korea as partners that 

enable it to maintain its presence in the region. 

Because of the danger posed by North Korea’s 

nuclear tests and power, exercises are held be-

tween these three countries. Althoaugh it is said 

that these exercises are carried out against the 

danger of North Korea, it is also claimed that 

they aim to surround China.

In addition to all these, China responds to the 

Western alliance, which was established with 

the cooperation of Japan and South Korea in 

the region under the leadership of the USA and 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 

and which includes Australia, Taiwan and Viet-

nam, by increasing its pressure on Taiwan and 

by organizing exercises with Russia.

On the other hand, North Korea is provoked 

by all kinds of presence of the USA in the re-

gion and all the actions of the states that are 

in alliance with the Washington administration. 

This causes Pyongyang to increase its nuclear 

power and ballistic missile tests. As a matter of 

fact, North Korea also responds to the Western 

presence in the region with missile tests.
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clear that these policies will not discourage people seeking a better future from trying. Therefore, it can be predicted that tragedies off 

the coast of Italy will increase in the future.

[1] “Migranti, 109 sbarchi con tre barchini a Lampedusa: hotspot pieno | Msf: “Negato porto più vicino e trasbordo da Geo Barents a Ocean 
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Can “The Open Balkan” Initiative 
be a Solution to Air Pollution?
With the Covid-19 pandemic, issues such as 

environmental problems and global climate 

change have become the agenda of interna-

tional politics and a social awareness has been 

created on this issue. It is forecasted that en-

vironmental problems will be one of the most 

important issues of international relations in the 

near future, as the negative effects of produc-

tion relations on nature become more evident 

with population growth and migration.

The mentioned problems are, by their nature, 

transnational issues that no country can tackle 

alone. That’s why, regional and global alliances 

have an important responsibility in solving en-

vironmental problems. Air pollution in the West-

ern Balkans is a problem that affects daily life 

for the countries of the region, and its solution 

cannot be delayed.

It can be stated that it is essential for these 

countries, whose history is full of ethnic and re-

ligious conflicts, to act together against air pol-

lution. Whence, the Open Balkan Initiative, which 

was established under the leadership of the 

governments of Serbia, North Macedonia and 

Albania and of which Bosnia and Herzegovina 

and Montenegro are observer members, is an 

important opportunity for the countries of the 

region to act jointly against this problem.
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While the alliances and competition conjuncture of the Asia-Pacif-

ic geography is like this, North Korea and China, which do not act 

in a monolithic way as in the Western alliance, are implementing 

more and more proactive foreign policies on their own. As a re-

sult, both states increased the pressure of the USA on their allies. 

In addition, Beijing has become more threatening to Taipei, both 

due to the start of the third term of Chinese President Xi Jinping 

and Taiwan’s hardening rhetoric. Because in 2022, due to the visit 

of the Speaker of the US House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi to 

Taiwan, Beijing expanded its threat to Taipei, and China doubled 

its violations of Taiwan’s air defense zone with warplanes in 2022 

compared to the previous year.[1]

North Korea is also increasing its nuclear moves. Moreover, there 

is no indication that Pyongyang will change this policy. According 

to the information provided by the Korean Central News Agency 

(KCNA), the official news agency of North Korea, North Korean Pres-

ident Kim Jong-un made a speech at the opening of the annual 

meeting of the North Korean Workers’ Party on December 27, 2022. 

In this speech, he stated that both the military and economic de-

velopments of Pyongyang are admirable and said that the coun-

try will “make important struggles by pursuing both more exciting 

and more confident policies” in the future.[2]

Considering all these developments, it can be deduced that 

countries such as South Korea and Japan, which feel those dan-

gers, may also turn to more independent moves from the Western 

alliance as the pressures on them increase. Currently, Japan has 

started to make proactive moves in its foreign policy. At this point, 

it can be predicted that if South Korea finds the support of the USA 

and its allies insufficient, it will pursue a strategy of “taking care 

of itself”. For example, it is an important development that South 

Korean President Yoon Suk-yeol proposed to the United States to 

conduct joint exercises involving nuclear assets to counter the ac-

tivities of North Korea. As a matter of fact, Yoon said that Washing-

ton’s “extended deterrence” was not enough to relieve the South 

Koreans and that joint nuclear exercises in the region became a 

necessity.[3] This proves the argument. Therefore, it can be said 

that the Seoul administration is in search of new ones.

However, it is seen that the name of Japan was not mentioned at 

the time of the request. Considering that the exercises in the re-

gion are currently being conducted with the cooperation of South 

Korea, Japan and the USA, this is quite remarkable. Therefore, the 

idea of a nuclear exercise with the United States can be read as 

South Korea’s discomfort with Japan’s increased military spending. 

Because South Korea’s offer to the US may be aimed at balancing 

Japan. This points to a fragile situation for the future of the West-

ern-based alliance. In addition, Washington’s rejection of Seoul’s 

request and the USA’s statement that it does not intend to con-

duct joint nuclear exercises with South Korea[4] can be consid-

ered as a negative development for the future of the alliance. At 

the same time, this situation is important in terms of showing the 

importance that the US attaches to the framework of cooperation 

in the region and the security of its allies. Because the USA seems 

reluctant to raise the level, even though it makes security commit-

ments to its allies in the region due to the threats from China and 

North Korea. Of course, this reluctance may lead to a result that 

undermines the credibility of the United States in the eyes of its 

allies in the region.

On the other hand, Washington’s attitude can also be read as the 

USA does not want a new conflict while the Russia-Ukraine War 

continues. It can also be said that while the USA is carrying out 

denuclearization efforts in the region, it does not want South Korea 

to increase its nuclear power.

As a result, the rejection of this proposal by the USA can be inter-

preted as the cracking of the alliance established between the 

USA, South Korea and Japan. The attitude of the Washington ad-

ministration may also lead to the idea that the USA will not provide 

sufficient support in case of a hot conflict in South Korea. This may 

lead the Seoul administration to implement a more proactive for-

eign policy despite the United States. In such an environment, it 

is possible that the tension between South Korea and Japan will 

escalate.

[1] “China’s Warplane Incursions into Taiwan Air Defence Zone 

Doubled in 2022”, The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.com/
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Macedonia, another member of the Open Balkan Initiative, because of air pollution. In measurements conducted by the Swiss-based 

air quality measurement company IQ Air, Skopje drew attention as the third most polluted city in the world.[8]

At this point, it should be noted that the ethnic and geopolitical fragility in the Western Balkans became even more evident after the 

Russian-Ukrainian war. This situation not only made it more difficult to solve the problems of the Western Balkan countries, but also 

exacerbated the problems faced by the countries of the region after the Covid 19 pandemic and put the governments in a difficult 

position. When this situation is combined with the uncertainty surrounding the EU accession process of the Western Balkan countries, 

the importance of cooperation between the countries of the region becomes even greater.

The problems facing the countries of the Western Balkans, especially on issues such as migration and climate, are problems that can 

only be overcome through regional alliances. This is why the countries of the region need the Open Balkan Initiative more each passing 

day. Therefore, it is essential for the countries of the region that the Open Balkan initiative takes more initiative and creates a collective 

action plan for the member states in the coming period on air pollution that threatens the countries of the region.

Moreover, air pollution could also become one of the most important topics of discussion in the elections in the Balkan countries. While 

the number of people who lost their lives due to air pollution in the Western Balkans increased rapidly, this may lead to mass protests 

and political instability. In the meantime, the current government’s’ handling of the problem through the Open Balkan Initiative will make 

a serious contribution to the stability and prosperity of the countries in the region. The efforts of the Western Balkan countries to find 

common solutions to common problems will also serve as leverage for the democratization of existing political structures. Increased 

cooperation among Balkan countries will make an important contribution to the stability of the region by reducing the vulnerability of 

countries in the region to conflict issues. The solution-oriented steps of the Open Balkan Initiative on air pollution can also be an impor-

tant reference point for the full membership of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, which have observer status.

[1] “As EU Membership Stalls, Balkan Countries Make Controversial Move to Create Their Own Mini-Schengen“, Euro News, https://www.
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“The Open Balkan” Initiative as a Regional Alliance

The concept of alliance as a product of cooperation between states is very important in terms of understanding the functioning 

and dynamics of international politics. Although the countries of the Western Balkans are not members of the European Union (EU), a 

significant portion of these countries remain outside the North Atlantic Treaty Organization alliance (NATO). Accordingly, the countries 

of the region have not found much space in studies of the alliance concept. However, the leaders of Serbia, North Macedonia and 

Albania held a meeting in Novi Sad, Serbia in October 2019. The “Open Balkan” Initiative, the foundations of which were laid with this 

meeting, shows that a regional platform has been formed where the countries of the region will be mentioned more often with the 

concept of alliance. As a result of the negotiations, the member states declared their goal of creating a common customs system.[1]

The concept of alliance generally means that states join together and act in concert to fight a common threat. According to this 

approach, alliances are accepted as a phenomenon that occurs between nation-states. Actors within the alliance take collective 

action against a common threat identification.

The size of each threat is the most important factor that strengthens the bond between the elements that make up the alliance.[2] 

When the threat disappears, the desire of the actors forming the alliance to act independently prevails. States sacrifice some of their 

freedom to act independently when they enter into alliances. It is possible that they share their sovereign rights in cases where the 

goal to be achieved by the alliance is urgent or important.[3]

The Open Balkan Initiative is a very important alliance initiative for the stability of the Western Balkans, where many ethnic and reli-

gious fault lines are very fragile. The Open Balkan Initiative, whose economic motivation predominates, holds important potential for 

sociological and economic integration.

As a matter of fact, especially with the Russia-Ukraine War, the need for the Open Balkan Initiative by the countries of the region in-

creased. Accordingly, working groups were established to address the deepening food and energy crisis at the summit held in Ohrid, 

North Macedonia on 7-8 June 2022 and many cooperation agreements were signed.[4] Although this regional alliance formed by the 

Western Balkans has made significant progress, it has not been able to define a clear common threat to themselves.

Air Pollution as a Common Threat

One of the main causes of the food and energy crisis, which is strongly felt in the Western Balkans, is the air pollution that threatens 

the countries of the region. Although “the Open Balkan” initiative has established working groups on food and energy, it has not been 

able to develop a concrete strategy for air pollution and climate. However, it should be noted that it has become essential for the 

countries of the region to take joint action to solve the problem of air pollution. Therefore, the Open Balkan initiative can be a suitable 

platform for the countries of the region to jointly develop rational options against air pollution. Because of the nature of the alliances, 

the countries that make up the Open Balkan Initiative can develop a roadmap by agreeing on common ground on air pollution as 

they have on other issues. Thus, the countries forming the alliance are able to move away from internal conflicts, even if only partially, 

and move forward together in finding common solutions to common problems. For this reason, steps can be taken to relieve the 

countries of the region in many commissions, especially the energy crisis, inflation and food problems.

Although the Western Balkan countries are not particularly disadvantaged in terms of air pollution, this problem has reached a level 

that affects daily life in the countries of the region. The capitals of the Western Balkan countries compete with the Far Asian countries, 

which are much more populated than they are in terms of air pollution. For instance, Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

and Skopje, the capital of North Macedonia, are among the 25 capitals with the highest air pollution levels since 2019.[5] Hence, it is 

seen that planes cannot land at the International Sarajevo Airport due to the air pollution that has been felt in Sarajevo recently. In the 

statement of the Ministry of Social Economy, Infrastructure, Construction and Environment of Sarajevo Canton, citizens were warned 

not to stay outdoors unless it was mandator.[6] During the measurements in November 2022, it was found that the capital of Serbia, 

Belgrade, is the third most polluted city in the world.[7] Also, a state of emergency was also declared in Skopje, the capital of northern 
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Kosovo.

Secondly, it should be reminded that Hungary has been a 

cracking actor in the EU and NATO since the beginning of the 

Russia-Ukraine War. In fact, while various segments criticize Hun-

gary’s multi-faceted diplomacy, which, like every nation-state, 

prioritizes its own interests and observes the balances between 

power centers; Hungarian Prime Minister, Victor Orban, went to 

the extreme to describe Russian President Vladimir Putin as the 

“Trojan Horse” in the West. However, one of the countries that is 

reluctant to impose sanctions on Russia and prioritizes its own 

interests is Serbia. Therefore, there is a common approach be-

tween Budapest and Belgrade at the point of protecting the 

nation-state reflexes against the demands of the West.

On the other hand, it should be noted that the most funda-

mental ideological instrument in Russia’s Balkan policy is pan-

Slavism. At this point, the Moscow administration cares about 

Serbia, Bosnian Serbs and Kosovo Serbs. Moreover, within the 

framework of the “Greater Serbia” imagination in Belgrade, it 

has a claim to the protection of Kosovo and Bosnian Serbs. 

Therefore, Hungary, on the one hand, Russia; On the other hand, 

considering Serbia’s regional policy, it may prefer to stand by 

Belgrade. Of course, in this case, the geopolitical position of 

Kosovo is also effective.

As can be understood, Hungary cares about its relations with 

Russia; but it is an actor in the West. Kosovo, on the other hand, 

declared its independence with the support of the United States 

of America (USA) and has come to the forefront with its close 

relations with the USA and its allies since its establishment. As a 

matter of fact, NATO’s Kosovo Task Force (KFOR) is located in this 

country. Therefore, the USA ensures the security of the country 

through NATO through KFOR and while doing this, it increases its 

influence in the Balkan geopolitics. This bothers Russia. At this 

point, Hungary may consider vetoing Kosovo’s EU membership, 

which it sees as a development that will increase the Western 

influence in the Balkans, in terms of its own world view.

As a result, the Budapest administration has established close 

relations with Belgrade for various reasons, especially immigra-

tion and energy. On the other hand, it has some problems in 

its relations with the EU due to the funding issue and various 

criticisms of the union. In this process, Budapest may see the is-

sue of Kosovo’s EU membership as a bargain where it can gain 

some gains through its veto power. At the same time, it can be 

said that Hungary, as a result of its relations with both Serbia 

and Russia, is keeping a distance to the developments that will 

September 2022, the parties announced the opening of the 

Hungary-Serbia Oil Pipeline.[3] The two countries, which do not 

want to participate in the sanctions imposed on Russia, espe-

cially because of their energy dependence, are in an effort to 

eliminate their energy dependence through the cooperation 

they have developed among themselves. This means that the 

rapprochement between the parties accelerates.

The reflection of this rapprochement on Kosovo-centered pro-

cesses can be considered as a normal development. Serbia 

does not recognize the independence of Kosovo. Moreover, the 

tension on the Belgrade-Pristina line has been escalating re-

cently. During the events that started with the plate and identity 

card crisis, the concerns that conflict may occur from time to 

time come to the fore. The EU stands out as an important actor 

in reducing the dose of the aforementioned tension. In such 

an environment, Budapest’s statement that it will veto Kosovo’s 

EU membership in order to show its solidarity with Belgrade is 

a development that could limit the influence of the EU in the 

process; On the other hand, it reveals Hungary’s capacity to di-

rect the events in the Balkans and the power of its veto power 

within the EU.

At this point, it is possible to evaluate Hungary’s approach to 

Kosovo’s EU membership from two perspectives. The first of 

these is the dimension of conflicts on the Budapest-Brussels 

line. Because there are some problems in Hungary’s relations 

with the EU due to its criticism of the union’s authoritarianism 

and violation of the rule of law. In fact, the EU demands that 

Hungary make various reforms to make progress on these is-

sues. As a matter of fact, it was decided that Budapest would 

be deprived of EU funds until these reforms were made.

As might be expected, Hungary’s main priority within the EU is 

to resolve the issue of funds. At this point, it can be stated that 

Hungary, which gives the message that it may even harm the 

mediation role of the EU regarding Kosovo, is trying to use its 

veto power as an element of pressure and bargaining. There-

fore, it can be argued that Budapest will try to get some con-

cessions from Brussels over its stance on Kosovo. As a matter 

of fact, Budapest’s stance on Sweden and Finland’s request for 

membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

has revealed that Hungary can benefit from these processes to 

achieve its own interests. Because Hungary has not yet ratified 

the NATO membership of these states. However, a difference 

should be mentioned at this point. Because Hungary does not 

state that it is against the NATO membership of Sweden and 

Finland. It only spreads the process over time and uses it as a 

bargaining element. A very clear statement was made about 
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The Hungarian Factor in Kosovo’s EU 
Membership Process
On January 10, 2023, Serbian Foreign Minister Iviva Dacic 

visited Hungary. In this context, in his statement in Buda-

pest, Dacic announced that the membership of Kosovo 

to the Council of Europe and the European Union (EU) 

would be rejected by Hungary.[1] It can be considered as 

a remarkable situation that Hungary developed such an 

attitude despite recognizing the independence of Koso-

vo.

Undoubtedly, there are various reasons for the Buda-

pest administration’s stance on Kosovo. The first of these 

is that Hungary borders Serbia. In this context, the two 

countries cooperate especially in the fight against ille-

gal immigration. Although the said cooperation has 

been criticized for having strict measures, it is pos-

sible to state that the parties are united in anti-im-

migrant policies due to economic, sociological and 

demographic reasons. In fact, Austria was included 

in this cooperation and the parties signed a tripar-

tite memorandum of understanding on the fight 

against irregular migration on 16 November 2022.[2]

In addition, Budapest and Belgrade felt the need to 

deepen their bilateral relations due to the energy 

crisis that emerged after the Russia-Ukraine War. 

As a matter of fact, it should be reminded that in 
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As a matter of fact, it can be said that with this agreement, both 

actors aim to raise their voices in global issues. At the same time, 

it can be a concrete indication of the intention of both states to 

take a more active position and rebuild the global geopolitical and 

geoeconomic framework. It is known that Beijing and Moscow fol-

low a close stance in their foreign policy production processes in 

line with their goals of building a multipolar world order.

The second issue that can be examined at this point was realized 

at the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) Leaders’ Summit, 

which is an important symbol of multipolarity. At the summit held 

in Samarkand, the ancient city of Uzbekistan on September 15-16, 

2022, Russian President Vladimir Putin emphasized that the need 

for the use of national currencies within the SCO has increased.

[2] This is of great importance since the de-dollarization target is 

expressed in a concrete way within the organization. Currently, it is 

seen that national currencies take up more space in the payments 

made between the member countries of the organization in re-

cent years. For example, in the first half of 2022, the rate of trade 

between China and Russia through national currencies reached 

27.5%.[3] However, these developments are not the first steps taken 

in the war against the dollar in the global economy.

De-dollarization efforts have been ongoing since the mid-2010s, 

when China tried to implement the “Cross-Border Interbank Pay-

ments System” (CIPS) instead of the US-based ” The Society for 

Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication” (SWIFT). As a 

matter of fact, while Russia made approximately 80% of its exports 

in dollars in 2013, it is a remarkable development that it started to 

made 55-60% of it in dollars in 2022.[4] It can be said that an impor-

tant reason for the decrease in this amount is the trade with China.

However, Moscow has turned not only to the yuan but also to 

the euro in order to suppress the dollar. However, it can be said 

that this situation makes Russia more open to sanctions that can 

be applied by the European Union (EU). In this context, there are 

some advantages and disadvantages of entering into a struggle 

against the dollar in the global economy and trying to integrate 

local currencies, especially the yuan and ruble, into supply chains.

First, states can avoid possible losses due to exchange rate differ-

ences by using their own national currencies in international trade. 

This is because that situation corresponds to the preservation of 

the exchange rate, since the actors reduce their need for dollars. At 

the same time, these countries will not have the problem of finding 

foreign currency during the import phase.

It should be noted that small-scale financial institutions of China, 

which is less dependent on the dollar compared to other actors, 

can play a critical role in the de-dollarization process. Moreover, 

Chinese banks could also help Russia with the sanctions it is cur-

rently facing by providing Moscow with yuan in cash. However, this 

can also find a response in the form of Western countries taking 

sanctions against China.

It can be said that with the petro-yuan and de-dollarization moves, 

China is challenging the dominance of the dollar in the global oil 

market. China, which is currently both the world’s largest exporter 

and largest importer of crude oil, may expect the change in the 

use of global currency to affect global economic hegemony in 

the long run.

On the other hand, the fact that more than half of all global foreign 

exchange reserves are in dollars provides a significant structur-

al advantage to the USA. It can be said that this situation gives 

Washington economic and political power. The demand for the 

petro-yuan in the market may increase the demand for the Chi-

nese currency. Because this, in turn, may provide China with the 

opportunity to buy oil with a currency that it can print and reach 

whenever it wants, and it may provide an opportunity to balance 

the USA in the global conjuncture economically and politically.

In this context, Saudi Arabia’s acting together with China may open 

the door for China’s petro-yuan framework to enter a faster rise 

and for China to claim rights in the global oil market in the long run. 

In the case of Russia, the increase in the ceiling price applied in the 

oil field will naturally improve relations between Russia and China 

in the context of oil trade. The situation may also be reflected in the 

fact that China’s petro-yuan strategy takes a more widespread 

and acceptable position on a global scale.

As a result, China is trying to challenge the hegemony of the dollar 

in the global economy by getting the support of Russia with the 

petro-yuan move. While this may have an attractive effect on both 

neutral and anti-Western countries in the short term, the continu-

ation of the competition in the long term is really difficult because 

of the dollar-based global system built by the USA after the Bretton 

Woods Agreement signed after the United Nations Monetary and 

Financial Conference in 1944. Because there is no mechanism that 

China can offer as an alternative to this system at least not in the 

current situation. Moreover, it is not easy to establish a solid-based 

platform in the short term, only in cooperation with actors such as 

Russia and Saudi Arabia. In short, it can be said that the petro-yuan 

and de-dollarization moves are likely to remain a symbolic chal-

lenge in the current conditions.

[1] “Russia’s Gazprom, CNPC Agree to Use Rouble, Yuan for Gas 

Payments – Gazprom”, Reuters, https://www.reuters.com/busi-

ness/energy/petrochina-signs-gas-agreement-with-russias-gaz-

prom-2022-09-07/, (Date of Accession:12.01.2023).
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The War on the Dollar:  Petro-Yuan’s 
Challenge for Hegemony
It is necessary to evaluate the petro-yuan 

breakthrough, which China started with the 

aim of a transformation in the global economy, 

mainly in supply chains and trade, but mostly 

within the scope of the de-dollarization effort 

on energy cooperation. As a matter of fact, 

states such as China and Russia, which want 

to transform the global system geopolitically, 

geoeconomically and geostrategically, want 

to challenge the global economic hegemony 

built by the United States of America (USA). At 

this point, it can be said that these states pri-

marily aim to reduce the dependence of the 

global economy on the dollar. As a matter of 

fact, the aim of these states here is not only to 

break the dominance of the dollar, but also to 

build the dominance of their own currencies 

such as the yuan and ruble instead.

In this context, it can be said that the petro-yu-

an initiative basically aims to challenge the 

dominance of the US and the US dollar in glob-

al markets. In this context, first of all, it should be 

examined how and in what way the petro-yu-

an initiative was expressed, what exactly it was 

aimed at, and what kind of conjuncture would 

be drawn in terms of achieving the goals.

The first point that can be examined in this 

context is that on September 7, 2022, Gazprom, 

a Russian-based state-owned energy com-

pany, stated that it agreed with China that the 

natural gas to be supplied to China would be 

paid in yuan instead of dollars.[1] Because this 

agreement is important in terms of strength-

ening the discourse expressed by the two ac-

tors, Moscow and Beijing, who want to compete 

with the Western-based global hegemony.
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British-Japanese Defense
Cooperation and the G7’s 
Struggle Against China
After Brexit, the UK started to focus on global is-

sues by declaring its autonomy from Continen-

tal Europe. London, which opened the Indo-Pa-

cific, has increased its political, economic and 

military presence there. In this direction, it took 

action to sign free trade agreements with the 

growing economies of the region, and at the 

same time tried to establish a permanent mil-

itary-navy presence in the Indo-Pacific. As part 

of this mission, the UK advocated for a holistic 

approach to security issues and the expansion 

of the mandate of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO). It argued that a war be-

tween China and Taiwan would jeopardize 

world peace and security. Thus, connecting 

Russia’s War in Ukraine with the Taiwan Issue, 
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Britain tried to gather all Western powers around and behind this issue. As a result of these efforts, the G7 platform has also started 

to focus on the “Chinese threat”.

The G7 is seen as an alliance of Western democracies, with Japan assuming the presidency in 2023. From January 9-13, 2023, Prime 

Minister of Japan Fumio Kishida visited bloc members France, Italy, the United Kingdom, Canada and the United States of America 

(USA) in preparation for the G7 Leaders’ Summit scheduled for Tokyo in May 2023. The main purpose of Kishida in these contacts is 

to join forces in security and defense policies and to ensure coordination among bloc members. Using the advantage of being the 

term president, Japan will try to make the G7 countries focus on the “China threat” this year.[1] In this context, it is seen that Japan and 

England especially agree on the fight against China and act together to limit it.

It is reported that on the occasion of Kishida’s visit to London, the two states signed a defense agreement as a show of strength, es-

pecially against the “Chinese threat”.[2] The defense cooperation in question is the signing of the Reciprocal Access Agreement (RAA). 

The agreement allows the two countries to provide accommodation and supply at each other’s bases. Negotiations between the 

British and Japanese delegations in order to cooperate on this issue had been going on for about a year, and in fact, it was agreed to 

sign this agreement in May 2022.[3] Therefore, it would not be correct to interpret the agreement, which has only been signed today, 

as a surprise development.

More importantly, Japan continues to sign similar agreements with its other allies. Japan, which has already signed an RAA with India 

and Australia, is finally taking a step in this direction with the UK. Thus, establishing a coalition group in the Indo-Pacific through bilater-

al defense alliances, Japan takes precautions against the threat of attack from China. Such groupings show that the Western states 

give weight to the bloc politics. This is similar to small alliances formed before major wars. From this perspective, when there is a threat 

of attack in the region, Japan will seek support from the USA as per security agreements and from states such as India, Australia and 

England thanks to other bilateral agreements. Even if the states that signed the RAA with Japan declare their neutrality in a possible 

war, they may be drawn into the war if their bases are used by Tokyo.

In addition to the issues mentioned above, Japan is also trying to establish a military partnership with Italy. As a matter of fact, Kishida 

visited Italy before going to England as part of his European tour. As a result of the contacts here, it was decided to establish a stra-

tegic partnership in the field of defense between Japan and Italy.[4] Recently, an agreement was signed between Italy, the UK and 

Japan, which envisages cooperation in the production of sixth generation fighter jets.[5] At the same time, talks had begun between 

Italy and Japan on organizing military exercises and developing military cooperation last year. As a result of this, it can be said that 

Tokyo has succeeded in attracting Rome to its side in the field of defense.

Japan is also trying to establish military partnerships with Germany in the Indo-Pacific and hosted the German warship Bayern in its 

ports in 2022. Both Italy and Germany are G7 countries and agree to support Japan’s defense. At this point, it should be noted that; 

Germany avoids targeting China. This is why Kishida bypassed Germany during his European tour to get support from the bloc coun-

tries. In other words, Japan does not expect much from Germany in the fight against China. In this sense, he thought that there was 

no point in going to Germany and meeting with Chancellor Olaf Scholz. Kishida’s goal is to develop cooperation with countries that 

can give the most hawkish fight against China. These are the USA and the UK.

Although it is not one of the G7 countries, it is necessary to briefly mention the importance of India in the eyes of Japan. Tokyo is trying 

to develop maritime cooperation with New Delhi, which is not too keen on approaching the Pacific coast. Under normal circumstanc-

es, India refrains from cooperating with Japan on the seas to avoid China’s reaction. However, Tokyo is pulling New Delhi into this 

alliance by persuading. In addition, the idea of encircling China in cooperation with Japan is attractive to India.

Despite being excluded from the G7, India is a valuable partner for both Japan and the UK. Aiming to establish a permanent maritime 

presence in the Indo-Pacific, the UK sought to improve maritime cooperation by visiting Indian ports.[6] In the future, it can be fore-Dr. Cenk TAMER
ANKASAM

Asia-Pacific Expert
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Changing German Foreign Policy and 
the Balkans with “Zeitenwende”
Russia’s attack on Ukraine on February 24, 2022 

upset the global balance, particularly in the Eu-

ropean continent. While this ongoing war brings 

with it many threats; this has caused states to re-

consider their foreign policy and made it difficult 

for them to keep up with this emerging conjunc-

ture. Germany, which has important relations with 

Russia, especially in the field of energy, has made 

a significant change in its foreign policy after this 

war. While the process of change is pointing to a 

break with some traditional approaches in Ger-

many’s foreign policy that has been going on for 

many years; It is also important for Berlin’s posi-

tion within the European Union (EU).

In this context, on February 27, 2022, a few days 

after Russia’s attack, German Chancellor Olaf 

Scholz, in his speech in the German Bundestag, in 

which he evaluated the developments, said that 

Russia’s name was a “Zeitenwende”; that is, he 

described it as a turning point and stated that it 

would bring significant changes. In the continuation of his 

speech, Scholz said that in response to Russia’s attack on 

Ukraine, significant changes would be made in German 

foreign policy.[1]

When the changes in this context are analyzed, it is seen 

that Germany will increase its military expenditures. This 

situation points to a break with the tradition of limiting 

military expenditures, which has continued since the end 

of the Cold War. This is also of great importance for the 

EU. Because, the statement in question, Scholz reaffirmed 

his commitment to institutions such as the EU and the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO); he gave the 

message that Germany will assume the leadership and 

security of the EU, which is at a turning point. On the other 

hand, with this development, Germany has also revealed 

that it will experience a radical departure from the “Ost-

politik” tradition, which expresses mutually good relations 

with Russia and Eastern European countries. Although a 

new and clear Russian policy has not been determined, 

important steps have been taken to reduce energy de-
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seen that the UK will cooperate more in the seas, especially with Japan and India. But Britain has not been willing to include Japan in 

military alliances in the Pacific until today. In other words, the London administration did not look forward to including foreign actors in 

the alliance in the Pacific under normal conditions. In order to overcome this, the UK finds it more appropriate to sign bilateral defense 

agreements with Japan. As a result, it can be argued that this coalition will expand further as the G7’s war against China deepens.

[1] “Japan Pushes for Stronger Cooperation to Counter China at G7”, The Diplomat, https://thediplomat.com/2022/06/japan-push-

es-for-stronger-cooperation-to-counter-china-at-g7/, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[2] “Brexit Britain Signs Defence Pact with Japan in Show of Strength Against China Threat”, Express, https://www.express.co.uk/news/

politics/1719612/brexit-britain-defence-pact-japan-against-china-threat-trans-pacific-partnership-ont, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[3] “Japan, U.K. Agree on Defense Pact Amid China’s Rise İn Indo-Pacific”, Kyodo News, https://english.kyodonews.net/

news/2022/05/7323f9ef85f8-urgent-japan-britain-agree-on-defense-cooperation-pact.html, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[4] “Italy, Japan Agree to Strategic Partnership on Defence, Culture”, Euractiv, https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/news/italy-ja-

pan-agree-to-strategic-partnership-on-defence-culture/, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[5] “UK, Italy and Japan Team Up for New Fighter Jet”, BBC, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-63908284, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).

[6] “India Is First Port of Call for UK Ship in Indian Ocean”, RTV Online, https://www.rtvonline.com/english/international/9718/India-is-first-

port-of-call-for-UK-ship-in-Indian-Ocean, (Date of Accession: 12.01.2023).
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Growing Hungary-Serbia Rap-
prochement and Its Implications 
for Kosovo’s EU Membership
Recently, it is seen that Hungary and Serbia have 

started to develop partnerships in various fields. 

In this context, the topics of “irregular migration 

and energy” are of great importance between the 

parties. These issues also play an important role in 

shaping Hungary’s stance on the dispute between 

Serbia and Kosovo.

Although Hungary is located in Central Europe, it 

is also an important actor in the Balkans due to 

its geopolitical position. Four of Hungary’s seven 

border neighbors are Balkan countries. The coun-

tries are Serbia, Romania, Slovenia and Croatia. In 

this context, the fact that Hungary and Serbia are 

border states pushes the parties to cooperate in 

various fields. On the other hand, the energy fac-

tor has an important place in the rapprochement 

between Hungary and Serbia. In this context, in Oc-

tober 2022, Serbian President Alexander Vucic an-

nounced the construction of the Hungary-Serbia 

Oil Pipeline, which will carry Russian oil. The pipeline 

is 128 km long and will connect the northern Serbi-

an city of Novi Sad to Hungary.[1] Therefore, espe-

cially when the European Union’s (EU) oil sanctions 

against Russia and the war conjuncture are taken 

into consideration, it is seen that the two countries 

have taken steps to ensure their energy security 

by partnering with each other. In other words, the 

Russia-Ukraine War led to results that further deep-

ened the cooperation of the parties.

As it will be recalled, on November 16, 2022, the 

leaders of Hungary, Serbia and Austria signed a 

memorandum of understanding on the preven-

tion of irregular migration to Europe. In this context, 

the parties agreed to act together to control the 
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pendence on Russia. It is already understood that Ostpolitik, 

which focuses on diplomacy today, does not work very well. In 

addition to this, it was understood that the policy of “Wandel 

durch Handel (Change through Trade)”, which expresses a poli-

cy of appeasement through mutual commercial and economic 

relations, was also frustrated.[2]

While Schlolz’s statements expressing the change faced differ-

ent reactions in Germany and EU countries, Eastern European 

countries under the imminent threat of Russia expressed that 

this was a late step.[3] However, Germany, one of the leading 

states providing significant support to Ukraine at this point, has 

entered a significant transformation in its foreign policy after the 

Cold War. In particular, his promise to undertake the security of 

Europe points to important changes within the EU; it has been a 

remarkable development that China has come to the fore as 

an important actor in terms of how to fill the gap in the fields of 

economy, trade and energy.

The Balkans After “Zeitenwende”

This change in Germany’s foreign policy also had an impact on 

the Balkans. However, it should be noted that; Germany, which 

could not (could) not remain indifferent to the developments in 

the region, especially after the collapse of Yugoslavia, is one of 

the important actors in the Balkan geopolitics. Germany, which 

closely follows the process of harmonization and integration of 

the region with Europe-Atlantic institutions, is one of the impor-

tant actors playing a decisive role in the continuation of dia-

logue processes.

Accordingly, there is a continuosness in Germany’s regional pol-

icy. Therefore, while the effects of the Russia-Ukraine War were 

felt significantly in the Balkans; the increase in the elements of in-

stability in the region has especially worried the EU countries. For 

this reason, Russia’s effort to increase its influence in the region 

has caused EU countries such as Germany to focus more on the 

region. As will be remembered, Scholz’s remarks on the Western 

Balkans in his article published in Foreign Affairs at the begin-

ning of 2023 are interesting. Scholz argued that Russian President 

Vladimir Putin would “divide Europe into spheres of influence and 

blocize it into great powers and subordinate states” and pointed 

out that this blocization would take place in the Balkans.[4] It is 

possible to say that Scholz’s inference has a grain of truth, espe-

cially when considering similar developments in history and cur-

rent events. For the reason above-stated, Scholz stated that the 

integration and harmonization processes of the Western Balkans 

with the EU should be accelerated, emphasizing the importance 

of completing the membership processes. In this context, Scholz 

underlined that the process carried out with the Balkan countries 

is more important than ever and underlined the need to break 

Russia’s spheres of influence. As a matter of fact, as stated by the 

German Chancellor, Germany took important steps in reviving 

the Berlin Process.[5]

As can be expected, Germany’s emphasis on the region also 

had important benefits. In particular, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

which is one of the important potential crisis areas in the region, 

obtaining EU candidate country status can be interpreted as an 

important development in this regard. It is also possible to in-

terpret the resumption of membership negotiations with North 

Macedonia, one of the important states of the region, as a part 

of the process in question.

Another important step taken by Germany was in the military 

field. The Berlin administration, which decided to send troops to 

EUFOR, the peacekeeping force in Bosnia, in July 2022, after 10 

years,[6] extended the terms of duty of the soldiers in KFOR, which 

was previously the peacekeeping force in Kosovo. With this de-

velopment, it has also increased its military visibility in the region.

[7] In addition to all these, shortly after Scholz’s “Zeitenwende” 

statement, in March 2022, German Foreign Minister Annalena 

Baerbock paid a visit to the Balkan countries. In the statement 

made by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs before the Minister’s visit, it 

was stated that the visit took place in the shadow of Putin’s ag-

gressive steps and it was aimed to confirm Germany’s respon-

sibility towards the region with this visit; the following sentences 

from Baerbock reveal Germany’s approach to the region:[8]

“Today I am going to the Western Balkans, first of all, to listen to 

what the people there expect from us, and at the same time 

to show that we will not surrender this region in the heart of Eu-

rope to the influence of Moscow. In the last few days, Europe has 

shown that it is able to act and is determined to counter the ag-

gressive actions of the Russian President. Now we have to prove 

that we are ready to show the same spirit in our forward-looking 

relations with the countries neighboring the EU.”

As a result, there is an element of continuosness in Germany’s 

Balkans policy; however, it is possible to say that the importance 

attributed to the region has increased as a result of recent de-

velopments. In particular, the Balkans, which act as a corridor 

between Russia and Europe, is not just Germany; it is also a stra-

tegic region for Europe. In the face of the energy crisis and the 

challenges posed by economic and trade crises, the Balkans 

have significant potential. Therefore, Germany, which is aware of 

this and wants to show that it can assume a leading role within 

the EU, can be expected to increase its interest in the region in 

the coming period.
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arrival of new migrants along the migration route through Ser-

bia.[2] Hungary and Serbia are therefore cooperating to prevent 

irregular migration, especially to Europe. Already, both countries 

are coming to the fore with their harsh anti-immigrant stance.

On the other hand, Hungary is a member of the EU, while Ser-

bia has the status of a candidate for the union. Kosovo formally 

applied for EU membership in December 2022. In this respect, 

both Kosovo and Serbia have EU membership aspirations. How-

ever, Kosovo’s independence is not recognized by states such as 

Spain, Romania, Slovakia and Greece in the EU. Although it has 

recognised Kosovo’s independence, it is understood that Hun-

gary’s recent developments will create obstacles for Pristina’s EU 

membership.

In this context, the visit of Serbian Foreign Minister Ivica Dacic to 

Hungary on January 10, 2023 is very important. Dacic met with 

his Hungarian counterpart, Peter Szijjarto, as well as Viktor Orban. 

The Serbian Foreign Minister announced that Hungary will veto 

Kosovo’s admission to various organizations, such as the EU and 

the Council of Europe. Szijjarto also suggested that Kosovo’s early 

admission to various European institutions could jeopardize the 

search for reconciliation between the parties. Therefore, Szijjarto 

stated that Hungary would not accept Kosovo’s membership in 

these institutions.[3]

It is understood that Hungary will create obstacles in the process 

of Kosovo’s integration with the EU. In particular, Belgrade’s main 

objective vis-à-vis Pristina is to prevent Kosovo’s membership in 

international institutions and organizations. Thus, Serbia wants to 

prevent Kosovo from gaining legitimacy. Just as Serbia’s tradi-

tional ally Russia is blocking Kosovo’s membership in the United 

Nations (UN) because it is one of the five permanent members 

of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), Hungary seems to 

be implementing a similar policy in terms of Pristina’s integration 

with EU institutions. In this respect, Hungary’s move has been a 

significant development for Serbia.

On the other hand, it is also clear from Szijjarto’s meeting with 

his Serbian counterpart to the level to which the partnership be-

tween the two countries has risen. In this context, the Hungarian 

Foreign Minister drew attention to the common fate of Belgrade 

and Budapest and stated that the two countries face two im-

portant security problems arising from illegal migration and the 

Russia-Ukraine War. Moreover, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

Hungary made the following statements:[4]

“Because of our neighborhood and geographical proximity, the 

security effects of war and the economic and energy security 

effects of sanctions directly affect both of us.”

As can be seen, a kind of interdependence has been formed be-

tween Serbia and Hungary with the effect of the war. Moreover, 

considering that the EU is not satisfied with the policy pursued by 

both states towards the war in the current conjuncture in Europe, 

this partnership becomes even more meaningful.

Moreover, economy and energy have an important place in the 

relations between the parties. In this context, Szijjarto stated that 

the trade volume between the two countries increased by 75% 

in 2022 compared to the previous year. Szijjarto also said that 

Hungary’s guarantee of energy security lies with Serbia because 

TurkStream is the only natural gas pipeline currently operating 

at 100% capacity in the East-West direction on the continent.[5]

In addition to all this, Szijjarto pointed out that 4.8 billion cubic 

meters of natural gas entered Hungary through Serbia in 2022, 

which is close to half of the total domestic consumption. Szijjarto 

stressed that Budapest is ready to implement new infrastructure 

investments to ensure the security of oil supplies to Belgrade, 

and that the parties will double the capacity of electricity inter-

connection between the two countries within five years.[6]

These data are very important in terms of revealing how criti-

cal the partnership between Hungary and Serbia is for the two 

countries. In this respect, it is seen that Belgrade and Budapest 

are complementary actors in energy security.

In conclusion, it can be argued that there is a strategic partner-

ship between Hungary and Serbia. The two countries cooper-

ate closely, especially on irregular migration and energy issues. 

Therefore, this situation seems to prevent Kosovo’s integration 

with the EU.

[1] “Serbia-Hungary Pipeline Deal a Big Political Gamble”, Balkan In-

sight, https://balkaninsight.com/2022/10/17/serbia-hungary-pipe-

line-deal-a-big-political-gamble/, (Date of Accession:12.01.2023).

[2] “Austria Teams Up With Hungary, Serbia to End Asylum a la 

Carte”, Euractiv, https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/news/

austria-teams-up-with-hungary-serbia-to-end-asylum-a-la-

carte/, (Date of Accession:12.01.2023).

[3] “Serbia Says Hungary Will Vote Against Kosovo EU, CoE Mem-

bership”, Euractiv, https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/

news/serbia-says-hungary-will-vote-against-kosovo-eu-coe-

membership/, (Date of Accession:12.01.2023).

[4] “Hungary and Serbia Face the Same Security Challenges”, 

Hungary Today, https://hungarytoday.hu/hungary-and-ser-

bia-face-the-same-security-challenges/, (Date of Acces-

sion:12.01.2023).

[5] Ibid.

[6] Ibid.
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Australia’s Western Based Security 
Architecture and Regional Impacts
Although Australia is geographically located in 

the east, it is a country with a Western perspec-

tive in geopolitical, geostrategic and geoeco-

nomic terms. As a matter of fact, it is known 

that Canberra is an important ally of the West 

and the United States of America (USA) on the 

Asia-Pacific Region.

At the same time, Canberra is a country of great 

importance in terms of the Western countries’ 

presence in the region, their influence, coop-

eration and strategies to surround the states 

that they perceive as a threat and turn them 

into the “other”. Because the fact that the AUK-

US Pact, which Australia established with the 

USA and England in the region, constitutes an 

important pillar, proves and strengthens this 

situation. It can already be said that the geo-

political conjuncture of the Asia-Pacific Region 

is built on alliances.

In this context, it can be said that Australia has 

adopted a line within the of Washington and 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

in terms of threat perception, security policies 

and regional perspective. An important devel-

opment within the framework of this situation 

took place on January 5, 2023. At the afore-

mentioned date, the Anthony Albanese Gov-

ernment decided to conclude an arms trade 

agreement with the United States. In this de-

cision, it was stated that Canberra would pur-

chase 20 missile launchers from the USA and 

would spend approximately one billion dollars 

for this.

At the same time, through this agreement, the 

Australian Navy will receive many ship support 
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Yunanistan’ın Artan
Silahlanma Eğilimi
Although Australia is geographically located in 

the east, it is a country with a Western perspec-

tive in geopolitical, geostrategic and geoeco-

nomic terms. As a matter of fact, it is known 

that Canberra is an important ally of the West 

and the United States of America (USA) on the 

Asia-Pacific Region.

At the same time, Canberra is a country of great 

importance in terms of the Western countries’ 

presence in the region, their influence, coop-

eration and strategies to surround the states 

that they perceive as a threat and turn them 

into the “other”. Because the fact that the AUK-

US Pact, which Australia established with the 

USA and England in the region, constitutes an 

important pillar, proves and strengthens this 

situation. It can already be said that the geo-

political conjuncture of the Asia-Pacific Region 

is built on alliances.

In this context, it can be said that Australia has 

adopted a line within the of Washington and 

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

in terms of threat perception, security policies 

and regional perspective. An important devel-

opment within the framework of this situation 

took place on January 5, 2023. At the afore-
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from the USA, starting from 2024. As a matter of fact, these ships will also be equipped with naval attack missiles. In addition to all these, 

it is also known that the weapons, which are the subject of this agreement, provide a significant advantage to the Ukrainian soldiers 

against the Russian forces in the Russia-Ukraine War.[1]

In this context, there are three points that can be read through this development. The first is Australia’s goal of upgrading its security 

framework and building a more robust national security architecture in Asia-Pacific geopolitics. Because it has already been stated 

that Australia is a country with the conjuncture of the USA and the West on the region. It can be said that Canberra has the same 

perception of the security threat felt by Washington and the West. For this reason, it can be deduced that Australia sees China and 

North Korea as serious threats in the region and takes this situation into account while shaping its security perspective.

As can be expected, the threat perception felt by Australia is increasing day by day. Because both China is increasing its pressure on 

Taiwan and North Korea is accelerating its ballistic and nuclear tests by developing its nuclear power.

The second issue to be examined at this point is that Australia is making the arms deal with the USA. As a matter of fact, it is very 

important that Canberra prefers Washington at this point, while it can make various ageeements in terms of arms and security with 

many countries. It can be stated that this situation reflects the strong dialogue between the two actors. Because, for this agreement, 

Australia has more preferred the USA, with which it has strong bilateral relations within the AUKUS Pact.

The third and last point that needs to be evaluated is the case that the military ammunition that Australia made an agreement to buy 

from the USA also helped the Ukrainian soldiers at the front in the Russia-Ukraine War. Because many Western analysts and politicians 

say that causing Russia to suffer losses with aid to Ukraine will also send a message to China through the Taiwan Crisis. As a matter 

of fact, Canberra’s purchase of this ammunition, which gives an advantage to the Ukrainian Army, and that it procures it from China’s 

number one rival in global geopolitics, can be interpreted as a message given over the Taiwan Crisis.

In addition to all this, it can be said that Australia has created an important sphere of influence in the region within the framework of 

the West and the USA’s China-containment policy. Because Canberra is starting to take proactive steps, such as signing new security 

agreements with its Pacific neighbors. A concrete example of this is the statement of Australian Prime Minister Albanese and Papua 

New Guinea Prime Minister James Marape on 12 January 2023 that they have concluded a new security agreement. Although no de-

tails were disclosed, except that the agreement was a security-based agreement, Albanese stated that the agreement was based 

on deep trust between the two countries.

At the same time, it was also stated by Albanese that Australia and Papua New Guinea are both neighbors and close allies.[2]  There-

fore, it can be said that the United States considers Australia, which it binds to itself in terms of both the AUKUS and the security frame-

work through the aforementioned agreement, both as a continuation of its own influence in the Asia-Pacific Region, as a military base, 

and as a proxy actor in its policy of encircling China within the framework of alliances with regional states.

As a result, the importance of Australia for the West is increasing every day due to the dialogues developed. However, Canberra’s 

Western-based foreign policy production and its efforts to reach out to other actors in the region on this occasion may increase re-

gional polarization. This may lead to China and North Korea perceiving Australia as a threat, as it will mean an increase in the influence 

of the United States.

[1] “Australia to Make Largest Military Upgrade in Living Memory”, Sky News, https://www.skynews.com.au/australia-news/de-

fence-and-foreign-affairs/australia-to-make-largest-military-upgrade-in-living-memory/video/ef53e2cc29731321a86896094d-

77c4d7, (Date of Accession: 13.01.2023).

[2] “Australia Finalizing New Security Pact With Pacific Neighbor”, Ap News, https://apnews.com/article/politics-papua-new-guin-

ea-australia-government-4e20b892b0fdd5dbc07b5b4dbc4c75dc, (Date of Accession: 13.01.2023).
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this ammunition, which gives an advantage to the Ukrainian 

Army, and that it procures it from China’s number one rival in 

global geopolitics, can be interpreted as a message given over 

the Taiwan Crisis.

In addition to all this, it can be said that Australia has creat-

ed an important sphere of influence in the region within the 

framework of the West and the USA’s China-containment pol-

icy. Because Canberra is starting to take proactive steps, such 

as signing new security agreements with its Pacific neighbors. 

A concrete example of this is the statement of Australian Prime 

Minister Albanese and Papua New Guinea Prime Minister James 

Marape on 12 January 2023 that they have concluded a new 

security agreement. Although no details were disclosed, ex-

cept that the agreement was a security-based agreement, 

Albanese stated that the agreement was based on deep trust 

between the two countries.

At the same time, it was also stated by Albanese that Australia 

and Papua New Guinea are both neighbors and close allies.[2]  

Therefore, it can be said that the United States considers Aus-

tralia, which it binds to itself in terms of both the AUKUS and the 

security framework through the aforementioned agreement, 

both as a continuation of its own influence in the Asia-Pacific 

Region, as a military base, and as a proxy actor in its policy of 

encircling China within the framework of alliances with regional 

states.

As a result, the importance of Australia for the West is increas-

ing every day due to the dialogues developed. However, Can-

berra’s Western-based foreign policy production and its efforts 

to reach out to other actors in the region on this occasion may 

increase regional polarization. This may lead to China and 

North Korea perceiving Australia as a threat, as it will mean an 

increase in the influence of the United States.

[1] “Australia to Make Largest Military Upgrade in Living Mem-

ory”, Sky News, https://www.skynews.com.au/australia-news/

defence-and-foreign-affairs/australia-to-make-largest-mil-

itary-upgrade-in-living-memory/video/ef53e2cc29731321a-

86896094d77c4d7, (Date of Accession: 13.01.2023).

[2] “Australia Finalizing New Security Pact With Pacific Neigh-

bor”, Ap News, https://apnews.com/article/politics-pap-

ua-new-guinea-austral ia-government-4e20b892b0f-

dd5dbc07b5b4dbc4c75dc, (Date of Accession: 13.01.2023).

mentioned date, the Anthony Albanese Government decided 

to conclude an arms trade agreement with the United States. 

In this decision, it was stated that Canberra would purchase 20 

missile launchers from the USA and would spend approximate-

ly one billion dollars for this.

At the same time, through this agreement, the Australian Navy 

will receive many ship support from the USA, starting from 2024. 

As a matter of fact, these ships will also be equipped with naval 

attack missiles. In addition to all these, it is also known that the 

weapons, which are the subject of this agreement, provide a 

significant advantage to the Ukrainian soldiers against the Rus-

sian forces in the Russia-Ukraine War.[1]

In this context, there are three points that can be read through 

this development. The first is Australia’s goal of upgrading its 

security framework and building a more robust national secu-

rity architecture in Asia-Pacific geopolitics. Because it has al-

ready been stated that Australia is a country with the conjunc-

ture of the USA and the West on the region. It can be said that 

Canberra has the same perception of the security threat felt by 

Washington and the West. For this reason, it can be deduced 

that Australia sees China and North Korea as serious threats in 

the region and takes this situation into account while shaping 

its security perspective.

As can be expected, the threat perception felt by Australia is 

increasing day by day. Because both China is increasing its 

pressure on Taiwan and North Korea is accelerating its ballistic 

and nuclear tests by developing its nuclear power.

The second issue to be examined at this point is that Australia is 

making the arms deal with the USA. As a matter of fact, it is very 

important that Canberra prefers Washington at this point, while 

it can make various ageeements in terms of arms and security 

with many countries. It can be stated that this situation reflects 

the strong dialogue between the two actors. Because, for this 

agreement, Australia has more preferred the USA, with which it 

has strong bilateral relations within the AUKUS Pact.

The third and last point that needs to be evaluated is the case 

that the military ammunition that Australia made an agree-

ment to buy from the USA also helped the Ukrainian soldiers 

at the front in the Russia-Ukraine War. Because many Western 

analysts and politicians say that causing Russia to suffer losses 

with aid to Ukraine will also send a message to China through 

the Taiwan Crisis. As a matter of fact, Canberra’s purchase of 
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